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AT DEADLINE
DESERT HEALTHCARE DISTRICT
AWARDS MORE
THAN $5.8 MILLION
TO THREE
ORGANIZATIONS
Funding Will Support UCR
School of Medicine, Desert
Cancer Foundation, and
Family Services of the Desert
At their September 27 meeting, the directors of the Desert
Healthcare District approved
$5,885,000 in grants to help
fund programs offered by three
organizations serving district
residents,
including
the
University
of California
Riverside School of Medicine,
Desert Cancer Foundation, and
Family Services of the Desert.
The grant to the UCR
School of Medicine will have an
immediate impact on district
residents,” says District Board
Member
and
Program
Committee Chairman Sidney
Rubenstein. “We are always
striving to find new ways to
improve the health of the comcontinued on page 7

CSUSB PRESIDENT KARNIG TO
RETIRE
Cal State San Bernardino President Albert Karnig officially
kicked off the start of his 15th year as president of the university
with his annual convocation address last month to an audience of
nearly 1,000, and in the process delivered a message that greatly
surprised the faculty and staff in attendance.
Karnig, 69, announced he will retire at the end of the 20112012 academic year, which began with the start of fall classes on
Thursday, Sept. 22. The president said that he agreed with
California State University Chancellor Charles Reed’s request
that he remain at the helm until after a replacement is named and
is on board. The chancellor’s office will begin the national search
for a new president in January.
“While I still enjoy what I do, it’s time to pass the torch to a
new steward,” Karnig said, noting that the support given to him
and his wife, Marilyn, since they arrived in 1997 made it clear
that Cal State San Bernardino would be their home for a long
time.
“I fell in love with CSUSB’s mission, the region's incredibly
warm reception for Marilyn and me, the staggering diversity and
needs of the student body, the vital role of this campus in the
communities we serve, and you all, as well,” he told the surprised
convocation day audience, which saluted the president with an
extended standing ovation following his address.
Karnig took over as Cal State San Bernardino president in
August 1997, becoming only the third person to hold the office
since the university opened in 1965, following John M. Pfau and
Anthony H. Evans.
Since he was named president, CSUSB has seen records in
enrollment, diversity of faculty and students, grant and contract
funding, overhead funds, fundraising and international program
continued on page 29
development. However, Karnig
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In the California report, Senior Economist Jerry Nickelsburg
examines what he refers to as a “bifurcated” state, one in which the
coastal regions continue to grow out of the depths of the recession,
while the inland regions suffer from economic “doldrums.” It had
been hoped that the recovery in the U.S. and proximate fortunes of
Coastal California would pull Inland California into a belated
recovery. But now, in a report titled “California: Bifurcated and
Buffeted,” Nickelsburg writes, “Now that the U.S. economy has
stalled, the differential between Coastal California and Inland
California has begun to widen and the specter of long-term economic stagnation in Inland California has reared a not very pretty
head.”
continued on page 10
Taken as a whole, the current
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Indio Police
Department Leadership
Change to Provide New
Organizational
Structure
Brad Ramos will no longer
serve as the chief of police for
the City of Indio, it was
announced by Dan Martinez,
city manager.
The mutual decision was
reached between Brad Ramos
and Dan Martinez after communicating for several months. “I
have decided that a new organizational structure is needed in
our police department to manage the fiscal, structural, procedural and policy changes that lie
ahead. However, we do want to
acknowledge and thank Brad
Ramos for his years of service to
our city,” explained Martinez.
The recruitment for a new
police chief will begin immediately. Martinez says the position will look to be filled no
later than January 26, 2012.
“Indio is well on its way to
continued on page 3
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Palm Springs
Chamber of
Commerce to
Host October
Business Expo
The Palm Springs Chamber
of Commerce will host a Fall
Business Expo to showcase
local companies, organizations
and restaurants. This evening
street fair event will take place
on Friday, Oct. 21, 2011 from
4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. on Arenas
Road between S. Palm Canyon
Drive and S. Belardo Road in
Palm Springs. Chamber members will be able to market their
businesses to a captive downtown audience with their own
vendor tables under large street
canopies.
Attendees will experience a
variety of local businesses, food,
a beer garden, music and entertainment in a pedestrian only
venue. Member vendor table
information for the Business
Expo is available by contacting
Nona Watson, Chamber CEO at
760-325-1577.

Palm Springs
Chamber of
Commerce
2011-2012 Board
of Directors
Executive Board:
Ellis, Tim – President
Jessup, Dan – Immediate Past
President
Starke, Andrew – President
Elect
Dahlin, John – Treasurer
Jardin, Mary
McNulty, Ulrich
Noonan, Gerard
Board of Directors:
Angelaccio, George
Canfield, Jamie
Dada, Aftab
Gandolfo, David
Grubbe, Jeff
Keane, Mike
continued on page 3
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Chamber Applauds Local Women of Achievement
The Riverside Chamber
was pleased to partner with the
YWCA of Riverside County as
they honored phenomenal
women in the community at the
Women
of
Achievement
awards – designed to recognize
those who serve as role models
by making noteworthy contributions to the civic, economic
and cultural life of Riverside

County.
This year, seven deserving
women were selected from a
range of fields, including education, health, entrepreneurial
spirit, and public service. They
reflected a wide variety of
service
to
communities
throughout
the
Inland
Empire—from health and service organizations—to notewor-

thy individuals who have left a
lasting legacy.
Their collective reach covers several counties, including
Riverside and San Bernardino.
Honored this year are: Beverly
Bailey, Donna Dahl, Cyndi
Monroe, Dr. Sandra Paniagua,
Lea Petersen, Ruth Prystash,
and Karin Roberts.
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Indio Police...

reclaiming its role as the center of
commerce in the valley. We need
continued from pg. 1
to ensure that the position is filled
with someone who is ready to take on all of the opportunities, economic growth and positive changes that are happening in our community,” added Martinez.
“The council continues to support the city manager’s decisions as
he makes changes to meet our growing needs,” said Mayor Lupe
Ramos Watson. “Indio is in a position after many years of investment into infrastructure and community to capitalize on our future
growth. A fresh organizational approach to our public safety brings
a new perspective that is necessary to take the police department into
the future and deliver more services to the community.”
Brad Ramos had served as the chief of police since 2002, after
being promoted from police commander. During his tenure, he contributed towards many efforts including the acquisition of grant funding for operations and equipment, the implementation of the ERICA
radio system, the historic Operation Eastern Encore, and the community education of measure “S.”
“I have enjoyed my time as Indio’s chief of police and want to
thank the city, the council and my dedicated staff for all of their support over the years,” said Brad Ramos.
Tom Ramirez has been named the interim chief of police.
Ramirez has over 27 years of experience with the City of Indio,
including five years as the chief of police. He also served as the
Indio city manager for two years.

Palm Springs...
continued from pg. 2
Portener, David
Wheat, Ken
Wolter, Jeff

McCormick, Keith
McGlashan , Michael
Perezchica, Tammy

EDITORIAL
EDITORIAL
Wind, solar can leave you broke,
in the dark
Other countries learning that alternative energy
sources are no bargain.
When the sun doesn’t shine, and the wind doesn’t blow, solar and
wind energy producers don’t produce, making them highly unreliable. When government subsidies come to their inevitable end, such
alternative energy sources no longer are economically viable.
Even if so-called renewable energy sources created legions of
high-paying domestic jobs, which they don’t, it’s imprudent to bank
on a green-job Utopia to save the economy. Even more so in a worldwide recession.
Former Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger and President Barack
Obama promise to rejuvenate America’s economy with countless
green jobs by turning away from conventional fuels. The painful
reality is that the world won’t be weaned off of fossil fuel any time
soon, as China demonstrates with plans to add 20 new, large coal
mines within five years.
Wind and solar power are vastly more expensive to produce, as
well as unreliable. As long as economies demand power, they will
turn to abundant lower-cost coal, gas and oil.
Before committing to a futile campaign, we should note the experience of nations further along the green road to Utopia, underwritten
by steep tax subsidies. Solar and wind power may be renewable, but
subsidies aren’t.
Germany’s support for renewable energy is “braking” that
nation’s ability to pay for power and threatens the competitiveness of
electricity producers, concedes the former head of a leading green
industry lobby group there. Consequently, Germany is considering
what Spain has begun—cutting tax-financed subsidies to alternative
energy producers. Already reeling from economic instability, Spain
has chosen to cancel 25-year subsidies that, according to an industry
spokesman, will bankrupt most of the nation’s 600 photovoltaic operators.
The Italian government also will cancel its guaranteed prices to
so-called green certificate holders, which designates gas-free power
reliance. The Association of Foreign Banks says solar and wind companies with $6.8 billion in loans may end up in widespread default
without those guarantees.
“If green sources are really cheaper than fossil fuels, there is no
need to subsidize them because households and businesses would
have a built-in economic incentive to rely on (renewable energy
sources) rather than on supposedly dirty, more expensive energies,”
writes Carlo Stagnaro, co-author of a study revealing the hidden,
exorbitant costs of Italy’s subsidized energy.
Moreover, separate studies on the costs of tax-subsidized green
jobs in Spain and Italy show that for each alternative energy job created, 2.2 and 4.8 normal jobs, respectively, are lost.
Pity the residents of Eigg, a small isle off Scotland’s west coast,
once billed as “the world’s greenest island” after reducing its carbon
footprint 30 percent with a subsidized solar, wind and hydroelectric
network. The award-winning eco-energy system now allows each
household maximum energy sufficient only to power a washing
machine, a small heater or a kettle, but not all at once, according to
the U.K.’s Daily Mail.
“When the good people of Eigg put their faith in strong winds and
pounding rain to provide all their electricity needs,” the newspaper
reported, “they overlooked one poscontinued on page 35
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COMMUNICATION
COMMUNICATION VIA
VIA TECHNOLOGY
TECHNOLOGY
From Social Brand to Social Business
By Michael Brito
Many organizations today
spend a lot of time, resources
and financial investment trying
to understand the social landscape and engaging externally
their customers and prospects.
They are on a quest to become a
social brand. They are investing in Facebook applications,
branded communities and
blogs; and many are using
online monitoring solutions to
listen and see what people are
saying about the brand. And,
from this perspective, many
companies today are doing a
decent job.
Friends, fans and followers
are important, yes. And brands
increase their social equity by
engaging in two-way dialogue
with their constituency, yes.
And transparency is key to
these external engagements,
yes. And while many organizations are trying desperately to
humanize their brand, they are
failing to understand that they
need to humanize their business
first.
And thereby lies the business challenge for many organizations today. Years ago with
the expansion of Facebook,
Twitter, and other social networks; and as the influence of
the social customer became
apparent to everyone, companies of all sizes and in every
vertical began to “join the conversation.” It was not only an
expectation from customers that
companies engaged with them
but also from social influencers
who enjoyed playing Monday
morning quarterback and often
criticized brands for every customer action/inaction.
And companies listened. In
response to the social customer
and the growing criticism from
the masses, organizations today
are now aggressively hiring
community managers and social
strategists, allocating budgets to
social media, hiring social
media agencies, integrating

social media into other areas of
paid media and doing their best
at community engagement.
They are doing everything a
“good” social brand should be
doing.
But a good social brand
causes problems behind the
firewall.
From the outside looking in,
most wouldn’t recognize and
understand the challenges that
social media has created in the
enterprise. The anarchy, conflict, confusion of roles and
responsibilities, lack of communication and collaboration; and
organizational silos that exist
behind the firewall is not visible. These challenges make the
process of becoming an effective social brand much more
difficult and less effective. So
for many organizations, this
quest to becoming a social
brand and a social business is
one of a simultaneous effort.
Social business is an organization’s natural (sometimes
forced) evolution to humanize
its business operations. It deals
with the internal transformation
of an organization and addresses key factors such as change
management, organizational
models, culture, internal communications,
collaboration,
governance, training, employee
activation, global and technology expansion, team dynamics
and the establishment of a
measurement philosophy.
In order for companies to do
this effectively, they will have
to get smarter, acquire new
technologies, intelligence, talent and become more open and
transparent. They will have to
actually communicate with each
other, share knowledge, tear
down silos and essentially
change the way they work day
to day. They will have to establish processes and governance
models that protect the organization yet empower their
employees. They have to

change the way they do business, from the way they develop
new products to the way they
write a press release, and that
starts with the people of the
organization.
A social business is built
upon three pillars—people,
process and technology. All
three need to work independent
of each other, yet need to be
completely integrated into the
DNA of organizational culture.
The foundation of a fully
collaborative social business,
whether for a small or large
firm is the company’s most
valuable asset, its people. It
addresses the need to drive
organizational change in an
effort to shift employee behavior, communicate more effectively across job functions and
geographies and tear down
organizational silos. All the
technology, collaboration software and community applications deployed behind the firewall will not be effective unless
there is a fundamental shift in
the way employees think, interact with one another and communicate. These change management initiatives have to be
driven by organizational leadership and practiced at every level
in the organization from senior
leadership all the way down to a
customer
support
agent.
Otherwise, change will not
occur. This means that executives must not only talk about
changing the organization but
exemplify the behaviors that
really do facilitate and practice
change.
The end result is an increase
in trust among all employees at
every level; trust of employees
and empowering them to
engage externally; an increase
in budget investments to social
business initiatives, collaboration and more effective social
organization models.
Process cuts right through
the entire fabric of the organiza-

tion. It ensures that every job
function in every business unit
and within every geography is
consistent when performing
certain tasks. For example,
when a new employee joins a
company and wants to start
blogging or Tweeting on behalf
of the company, a process
should be in place that governs
training, certification and social
media policies. Another example is when marketing departments in other countries want to
create a Facebook fan page
specifically for their geography.
A process should be in place
that will manage the creation of
a new social media destination;
and escalate these requests to
governing body (i.e. Social
Media Center of Excellence) to
avoid duplicate pages and
inconsistent messages.
Processes should help facilitate the chaos that exists from
behind the firewall – i.e.
employees sharing sensitive
material externally, social
media ownership, crisis management and product feedback
workflows; and ensuring there
is one measurement philosophy
that the entire organization is
bought into and using for
reporting.
Additionally, training initiatives, social media policies and
guidelines, moderation policies,
global expansion must be documented, approved and then
rolled up into a co-created governance model. This ensures
that there is message consistency globally, a legal documentation that protects the organization, empowers employees and
ensures that everyone is on the
same page.
A social business needs
technology in order to facilitate
change and collaboration.
Organizations need to be
smart and think long term
before investing in technology
applications that facilitate intercontinued on page 28
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Desert Health...
continued from pg. 1

munity we serve, and the board felt
that this particular request was
unique in terms of its scope and

long-term mission.”
The district awarded a $5 million, five-year grant to UCR School
of Medicine that will support the development of residency training
programs, expansion of pre-medical student programs and the building of clinical practices. The funding will help provide infrastructure and administrative support for the hiring of primary care physicians who will practice within the district. These physicians will
establish a district-wide protocol to train medical students and medical residents, and treat patients without regard to their ability to
pay.
Participating doctors will also develop clinical clerkships in partnership with Desert Regional Medical Center, Borrego Community
Health Foundation, and the Riverside County Family Care Center,
and help build a telemedicine infrastructure that will link students
and medical residents at district locations to the education programs
in Riverside and beyond. These physicians will also enable telemedicine consults for qualifying patients to specialists outside the
region, and prepare students in the district for careers in medicine
and other health professions through expanded enrichment programs.
A two-year grant of $660,000 was approved for Desert Cancer
Foundation to help fund an Integrated Healthcare Assistance
Program that will aid approximately 680 district residents. The
money will fund a need-based patient assistance program to support
cancer-related medical costs such as outpatient services for uninsured
clients, co-insurance for insured clients, MediCal monthly share of
cost, prescription medications, inpatient hospital costs, and insurance premiums. Funding will also provide screening and diagnostic
services at no cost to eligible low
continued on page 23

Dutton to Governor: Heed the
Statewide Call to Veto Blatant Power
Grabs by Public Employee Unions
Senate Republican Leader Bob Dutton (Rancho Cucamonga) is
urging Governor Jerry Brown to hold to his warning to lawmakers to
expect the “Veto Blues” by vetoing five bills on his desk that represent the most abusive power grabs by public employee union leaders.
The bills—AB 101 (J Pérez, D-Los Angeles), SB 126 (Steinberg,
D-Sacramento), SB 202 (Hancock, D-Berkeley), SB 922 (Steinberg)
and SB 931 (Evans, D-Santa Rosa)—are all examples of the underhanded legislative power play known as a “gut-and-amend,” when
new language is inserted into another bill and then muscled through
quickly, specifically to minimize public scrutiny. It usually happens
in the frantic “end of session” period when the flurry of activity provides good cover for rushing items through an abbreviated process.
“These bills were jammed through the legislature by Democratic
leaders for their labor union leader bosses with minimal public discussion,” said Dutton. “Voters and media from around the state recognize these bills for what they are – giveaways by the Democratic
majority to enrich and empower public employee unions at the
expense of taxpayers and job-seekers. With California’s unemployment rate continuing to grow, these bills break the public trust.”
Recent polling from the Public Policy Institute of California
shows that 74 percent of Californians disapprove of the job the legislature is doing, and a recent Harris International poll found that 72
percent of Americans think labor unions are too involved in politics.
“The people have lost faith in the system, they recognize that
public employee unions are calling the shots, and yet the Democrat
leadership continues to abuse the process,” said Dutton. “Governor
Brown, Senate pro Tem Steinberg and Assembly Speaker Pérez all
talk about transparency and the importance of open government.
Well, it’s lip service. They’re talking the talk, but the public can see
that they’re sure not walking the walk.”
On the last night of session, even Democratic legislators
acknowledged their disgust at the widespread abuse of gut-andamends, including Sen. Ted Lieu (Torrance), who stated about SB
202 that, “We as Democrats should be ashamed of how this came to
the Senate Floor.” (“State lawmakers use ‘gut-and-amend’ to avoid
scrutiny,” KTVU, 17 September 2011)
“The governor must take action to re-establish faith with the voters immediately,” Dutton continued. “Veto these gut-and-amend bills
that undermine open government and call the Legislature back to
Sacramento for a special session to craft a comprehensive, transparent and bipartisan jobs plan.”
Below are the five bills representing the worst of the union giveaways—along with excerpts from articles on, and editorials and
opinions opposing, the bills from media from around the state:
• AB 101 (Pérez) would unionize baby-sitters, including
grandma, grandpa and the teen down the street saving for college.
“Republicans correctly declared: This bill is a Democratic payoff
to the unions who hope to begin collecting dues from up to
100,000—call them what they are—baby-sitters. It’s crazy … The
bill is unnecessary, a public nuisance and nuts. Brown should veto it
with relish.” (Capitol Journal: 3 big
continued on page 12
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STOCK CHART
THE GAINERS

THE LOSERS
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Provident Financial Holdings Inc. (H)

4.8%
3.0%
-1.9%
-2.7%
-4.1%

9/22/11
Close Price

Current Beg. of Point %Change
Close
Month Change

8/31/11
Open Price

%Chg.
Month

52 Week
High

5.85
7.57
32.66
7.66
8.05

52 Week
Low

6.89
8.73
35.50
8.28
8.39

-1.04
-1.16
-2.84
-0.62
-0.34

Current P/E

Ratio

-15.1%
-13.3%
-8.0%
-7.5%
-4.1%
Exchange

AWR

32.66

35.50

-8.0

38.59

30.53

18.3

NYSE

CHNL

0.13

0.35

-62.9

0.45

0.02

NM

OTCPK

CVBF

7.57

8.73

-13.3

10.00

7.22

12.4

NASDAQGS

EMRI

0.43

0.68

-36.8

1.19

0.20

NM

OTCBB

HANS

89.45

85.32

4.8

94.66

44.50

32.8

NASDAQGS

HOTT

7.66

8.28

-7.5

8.74

5.05

NM

NASDAQGS

KFFG

11.60

11.83

-1.9

14.70

7.26

12.2

NASDAQGM

OUTD

5.85

6.89

-15.1

8.50

4.84

66.9

NASDAQGM

FACE

3.30

3.39

-2.7

6.79

2.65

NM

NASDAQGS

PROV

8.05

8.39

-4.1

8.75

5.71

6.9

NASDAQGS

69.14

67.12

3.0

73.35

42.17

61.4

NYSE

WPI

Notes: (H) - Stock hit fifty two week high during the month, (L) - Stock hit fifty two week low during the month, NM - Not Meaningful

Supervisor Wants E-Verify
Requirements Attached to Food
Handler Card Applications and
Health Inspections
Supervisor Neil Derry announced his desire to have all applicants for food handler cards in San Bernardino County to undergo
screening through the federal government’s E-Verify program and
require documentation verifying worker eligibility at all health
inspections in order for food establishments to receive a permit to
conduct business.
A specific attempt to require e-verification as a condition for a
food handler’s card and health permit is believed to be the first of
its kind in the nation. Since all food establishments must go
through the county permitting requirement process, this effort
would impact unincorporated and incorporated businesses.
His request for a review of the matter will be sent to the CEO’s
office whereby a report and proposed timeline for future action will
be generated.
San Bernardino County currently utilizes the E-Verify screening
program to ensure that all applicants for employment positions are
legally authorized to work in the United States and has supported
efforts to crackdown on illegal immigration and its harmful effects
on our community over the last several years.
In order to work in the food service industry, all employees are
required by law to acquire a food handler’s permit card.
Supervisor Derry’s measure would
continued on page 39

Duff & Phelps, LLC
One of the nation’s leading investment banking and financial
advisory organizations. All stock data on this page is provided by
Duff & Phelps, LLC from sources deemed reliable. No recommendation is intended or implied. (310) 689-0070.

Five Most Active Stocks
Watson Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Hansen Natural Corporation
CVB Financial Corp.
Hot Topic Inc.
American States Water Company

22,383,370
21,205,500
13,025,900
9,960,820
1,797,040

D&P/IEBJ Total Volume Month

69,814,070

Monthly Summary
9/22/11
Advances
Declines
Unchanged
New Highs
New Lows

2
9
0
4
1
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MBDA Native American Business
Enterprise Centers Help Rural
Communities in San Bernardino
As a second generation owner of a steel company, some might
say that entrepreneurship flows through Russell E. Robertson’s
blood. His company, American Steel Placers, Inc. is located in San
Bernardino and has contracts with city, county and state agencies to
supply and place rebar (reinforcement steel) for concrete structures.
Created in 2004, American Steel Placers specializes in bridge
construction, community public works and commercial buildings.
As a child, he watched his mother’s strength raising four children
alone and managing the company she worked for in the male-dominated steel industry. By the time Robertson was 14 years old, his
mother had bought out the stock to become majority owner at Puget
Sound Steel after the owner died. She
operated the company for 12 years in
Seattle, where Robertson worked in
the evenings after school for four
years. He later moved to Los Angeles
continuing in the steel business building bridges.
However, the entrepreneurial call
became irresistible. Unlike many
entrepreneurs who are motivated by
the need to control their own destiny,
leave a family legacy or simply make
Russell E. Robertson
money, Robertson was motivated by
the intense needs he saw in his community.
“Starting out, I made more money working than I did with my
company,” Robertson said. “I was working for the largest steel company in the U.S. as a foreman. I was there for 25 years. Something
pushed me to start the business.”
When he launched out on his own, he started with four employees and $100,000 in revenues. Today, seven years later, he has 30
employees and the firm generates between $5 to $10 million.
“I attribute the growth to really good people,” he said. “We run
on very low overhead and we multi-task everyone.”
He also credits the MBDA Native American Business Enterprise
Center (NABEC), for guiding and assisting him along the way.
“I wouldn’t be where I am now if it weren’t for them,” Robertson
said. “I found them by chance on the Internet when I was looking for
help. I’ve worked with the California MBDA NABEC since I started
in 2004 with Curtis Feaster and they are still helping me.”
“The MBDA NABEC helped me with lending contacts with certain municipalities. They introduced me to the American Indian
Chamber of Commerce, and introduced me at ‘meet and greets’ with
certain agencies so I was able to make contacts and bid on work.
Once they saw our work, the relationship developed from there.
“I wouldn’t have had a chance to get my foot in the door without
them.”
American Steel Placers now has a facility on four and a half acres
with four overhead gantry cranes for lifting heavy metal for fabrication, and two automated reinforcing shear lines.
Robertson attributes his persistence and drive to his mother, who
is a full-blood American Indian. “She would never let circumstances
stop her. She had it rough.”
He has used his good fortune to help others by supporting orphanages in Burma, Southeast Asia, and
continued on page 39
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Dr. William Scroggins Named Mt.
SAC’s 9th President
Dr. William Scroggins, who has served as superintendent/president of the College of the Sequoias in Visalia for the past five years,
has been named the ninth president of Mt. San Antonio College, the
state’s largest single-campus community college district. He will
assume his duties at Mt. SAC on July 1.
The Mt. SAC Board of Trustees
announced its unanimous selection last
night during a special meeting, which concluded a nationwide search. Scroggins
replaces Dr. John S. Nixon, who will retire
on June 30 after serving as Mt. SAC’s
president for the past three years. “Bill
Scroggins brings a wealth of experience
as a leader in higher education and is wellversed in the issues and serious fiscal
challenges facing the state’s communiDr. William Scroggins
ty colleges today,” said Board
President Judy Chen Haggerty. “He is
also committed to our values of educational quality and student success, and he embraces our culture of excellence.”
Scroggins comes toMt. SAC with 37 years of experience in higher education, including 11 years as an administrator. As president of
College Sequoias, he led the college in passing three local bond
measures that resulted in the creation of college centers in Hanford
and Tulare. His focus there has been on student success, and he is
credited with instituting and revitalizing campus programs, such as
the Writing Center and the Math, Engineering and Science
Achievement (MESA) program.
Prior to College of the Sequoias, he served as vice president of
Instruction at Modesto Junior College for five years and as interim
president for two years. He also served as dean of Science and Math
at San Bernardino Valley College after a 26-year career as a chemistry professor at El Camino and Chabot colleges.
Scroggins became well know throughout California’s community colleges for his work with the statewide Academic Senate, serving
as its president from1997 to 1999. He is the author of three chemistry
books and is in demand as a speaker on a wide range of topics in
higher education, including curriculum, technology, shared governance, articulation and transfer, and student learning outcomes.
Scroggins is no stranger to the San Gabriel Valley or Mt. SAC. He
is an alumnus of La Puente High School, attendedMt. SAC, and went
on to earn his bachelor’s degree in chemistry at UCLA and his doctorate in chemistry at UC Riverside.
Located on an expansive 420-acre campus in Walnut, Mt. SAC
serves more students than most colleges and universities in
California—some 65,000 credit, noncredit and community education
students annually.

Sarita Chandanani

Sarita
Chandanani

Sarita Chandanani began her six year career
with Wells Fargo Bank as a teller while attending Cal Poly Pomona. Throughout her career she
has taken an active role in business banking and
community involvement. She joined the Pomona
branch in 2010 as a business specialist in an
effort to attract new and continuing businesses
within the city of Pomona.
Her goal of making Wells Fargo known as
the “Bank of
continued on page 39
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forecast for California calls for
slow growth until the end of 2012.
continued from pg. 1
Nickelsburg says the most likely
scenario for the state will be a slow build over the next 12 months
followed by an incipient recovery period. The California forecast
sees virtually no growth in employment, with employment growth
of 0.7% and 2.1% expected in 2012 and ‘13 respectively. Payrolls
will grow more rapidly at 1.1%, .6% and 2.0% for the forecast years
through 2013 and the unemployment rate will hover around 12%
for the rest of this year and will average 11% through 2013.

Investment Opportunities Web Page
Effective Monday, October 3, 2011, at 12 noon the Office of
Foreign Trade-EDA will launch a new section of its web page. The
“Investment Opportunities” section of the web page will feature
Riverside County-based businesses that are seeking foreign direct
investment and or domestic investors.
We made the decision to offer this new section, “Investment
Opportunities” as a means of attracting qualified investors to businesses here in the County of Riverside and to help in the effort to create new jobs. Many of our county-based businesses are struggling to
expand , add new staff, and or increase production . Most cannot
secure loans from our banks. The
continued on page 22

Copier, Fax and Business Equipment Retailers in the Inland Empire
Ranked by Sales Volume 2008
Company Name
Address
City, State, Zip

I.E. Sales Volume
2010

Offices (IE)
Companywide
Headquarters/Yr. Est. (IE)

Employees (IE)
Companywide

Products/
Lines

$25 million

1
6
Cypress/1977

40
260

Sharp Copiers, Fax,
Color Copiers, Xerox High
Volume Copiers, HP Printers

Top Local Exec.
Title
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address

1.

MWB Business Systems, Inc.
8577 Haven Ave., Ste. 110
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
IKON Office Solutions, South. Calif.
25814 Corporate Center Dr.
Redlands, CA 92374

$22.5 million

2.

1
17
Irvine/1974

95
860

Copiers, Fax, High Volume Duplicators,
Color Graphics, Networking Specialists,
Lg. Format, Canon, Ricoh, Sharp, Oce, Xerox

Konica Minolta Business Systems
1003 E. Briar Rd., Ste. 120
San Bernardino, CA 92408

$20.7 million

3.

2
91
New Jersey/1965

84
5,000

Konica Minolta Digital Solutions,
Black, White & Color

Burtronics Business Systems
216 S. Arrowhead Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92408

$10 million

1

50

4.

Konica, Ricoh, Riso, Hi-speed Duplicators,
Wide Format Copiers, Networking Specialist,
Minolta Lanier

Thomas N. Thompson
President
(909) 885-7576/388-2124
www.burtronics.com

Caltronics
6229 Santos Diaz St.
Irwindale, CA 91702

$10 million

5.

1
3
Irwindale/1995

30
200

Konica Digital
Software Solutions

Ryan Geeting
Sales Manager
(626) 334-0383/969-4421
www.caltronics.net

Innovative Document Solutions
26855 Jefferson Ave.
Murrieta, CA 92562

$8 million

2

24

6.

San Bernardino/1957

Scott Crain
Vice President, Sales
(800) 769-2679/(909) 476-2406
Bruce Fiscus
Vice President, Sales
(909) 796-5060/796-5065
Linda Turner
General Manager
(909) 824-2000/888-1819
lturner@kmbs.konicaminolta.us

Kevin W. Heitritter
President
(951) 676-8885/461-1194
www.idscanon.com

Authorized Canon Copier &
Digital Products Dealer

Murrieta/1989

National Ram Business Systems, Inc.
8949 Rose Ave.
Montclair, CA 91763

$6.7 million

7.

2
2
Montclair/1978

32
32

Kyocera, Digital Copiers,
Hewlett Packard Printers

Roland Martinez, Jr.
CEO
(909) 621-9554/621-2891
rjmartinez@rambusiness.com

Advanced Copy Systems, Inc.
571 E. Redlands Blvd.
San Bernardino, CA 92408

$5+ million

1

23

8.

Authorized Sharp Copiers
Fax
Network Printers

Walter G. Ferguson
President
(800) 442-5333/(909)889-3602
acs.walter@verizon.net

Desert Business Machines, Inc.
42-471 Ritter Circle
Palm Desert, CA 92211

$2.4 million

1
1
Palm Desert/1973

22
22

Savin, Mita Copiers, Xerox, Fax,
Lexmark Printers & Typewriters,
Neopost Mailing Equipment, Computers & Networks

Integrated Business Solutions**
10. 8926 Benson Ave. Ste 5
Montclair, CA

WND

2
5

2
5

Digital Copiers & Fax Machiness

Russell Varing
President
(866) 204-8021/(909)920-0166
russellvaring@ibssocal.net

Office Depot
11. 3900-B Tyler St.
Riverside, CA 92504

WND

12
1,200
Delray Beach, FL/1986

WND
WND

Xerox Copiers & Printers,
Canon Fax, Copiers & Printers,
Brother Fax & Printers

Roger Ampraran
District Manager
(951) 343-2700/(858) 672-2181
rampraran@officedepot.com

Reliable Office Solutions
12. 3570 14th St.
Riverside, CA 92501

WND

1
2
Riverside

23
23

Canon, Ricoh, Savin, Okidata, Brother,
Xerox, Destroy-It,
Computer Supplies

Jeff Eshelman
President
(951) 682-8800/682-0110
jeff@reliable-05.com

Toshiba Business Solutions
13. 3281 E. Guasti Rd., Ste. 500
Ontario, CA 91761

WND

1
300
Irvine/1998

45
300

Authorized Toshiba Dealer

Gavin Brown
Sales Manager
(909) 390-1421/390-6280

9.

San Bernardino/1978

Bob Solomon
President
(760) 346-1124/346-1944
info@desertbiz.com

N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Copyright
2011 by IEBJ.
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“Support local jobs, Grow Globally”
Nov. 28th, 2011 (9 am – 1 pm)
Hilton Hotel Ontario Airport
700 North Haven Ave, Ontario, California
Registration Fee: $35.00 (includes lunch)
The California Inland Empire District Export Council in cooperation with the
U.S. Department of Commerce, International Trade Administration will host an
export workshop and conference on “Support local jobs, Grow Globally” at the
Hilton Hotel, Ontario on Nov. 28th, from 9am -1pm.
The event will include a two hour Export University workshop (9am-11am).
Meet and learn from local export business experts. Panel of speakers representing agriculture, aerospace, construction, and automotive industries. The panel will
feature success stories from some of the regions small- and medium-sized
exporters, and examined key trade policy barriers to smaller companies wishing to
sell their goods and services around the world.
Who Should Attend?
•
Companies that are currently exporting but need guidance to further
expand overseas markets and sales.
•
Companies that are new to exporting and need the tools to begin and
avoid costly mistakes.
How ?
In this economy you cannot leave any stone unturned. Act now to learn the
export basics or brush up on key export topics.
At this event, you will:
•
Learn export sales techniques
•
Learn the basics of the letter of credit and other international methods of
payment.
•
Learn about pricing strategies and how to offer financing to your foreign
buyers to increase sales.
•
Learn about the role of the freight forwarder.
•
Learn how export credit insurance can be used to decrease risk, reduce
transaction cost and increase sales.
•
Hear from experts from the U.S. Department of Commerce, International
Trade Administration, U. S. Small Business Administration, Export-Import Bank.
Learn about government services and how to use the services to increase sales.
• Network and learn from members of the California Inland Empire District
Export Council, business executives who have extensive export experience.
Register at www.export.gov/california/ie/tradeevents/index.asp
or call (909) 466-4134.

REAL ESTATE NOTES
$600+/sf Victorville CVS Sale is a LandMark Deal
A freestanding, 12.9k-square-foot CVS/pharmacy in the city of
Victorville sold for $7.95 million, or around $615/sf. The single-tenant building is located at 14426 Palmdale Road, within El Evado
Plaza shopping center. We’re told that the transaction marks the highest price paid for a single-tenant drugstore in the Inland Empire since
2007.
The property was sold by LandMark Retail Group (LRG), the
building’s developer. The CVS prototype building, featuring a drivethrough, was first controlled by LRG in January 2006. As the corner
anchor to a larger 10-acre proposed shopping center, LRG assisted
the master developer in assembling a team and entitling, permitting,
and constructing the shopping center. LRG completed the CVS,
which opened Oct. 31, 2010, and in late February 2011, acquired the
free-standing drugstore in a sale and leaseback transaction directly
with CVS CareMark Corporation.
The drugstore is conveniently located fronting Palmdale Road
(Highway 18), a main arterial within the trade area connecting the I15 Freeway to the east and Highway 395 to the west, and is one of
the busiest retail corridors in the Victorville and High Desert market
area.
LRG was represented by Nicolas Coo and Dennis Vaccaro of
Faris Lee Investments. The buyer was repped by Hamid Soroudi and
Kimberly Roberts Stepp of Charles Dunn Company.
BlackRidge Closes Industrial Buys in Chino
BlackRidge Real Estate Group LLC recently acquired two industrial properties, one in Chino and another in Phoenix. The firm also
announced that it has consolidated and expanded its operations and
relocated its headquarters from Denver, CO and West Los Angeles to
4590 MacArthur Boulevard in Newport Beach.
The property BlackRidge acquired in Chino is located at 14275
Telephone Avenue and consists of a 125k-square-foot distribution
building that is fully leased by three tenants. The sales price was
$7.68 million, which equates to $61.4/sf. BlackRidge acquired the
property from one of the tenants, a local distributor.
The building was constructed in 1988 on just over five acres and
features 24 dock-high doors, three ground-level doors, 248 parking
spaces and a fenced yard. It is locatcontinued on page 14
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bills in a pile of minutiae, George
Skelton, Los Angeles Times, 15
continued from pg. 7
September 2011)
“This bill isn’t about protecting children, families or child-care
providers; it’s about empowering organized labor.” (Editorial: A
child-care bill that isn’t, Los Angeles Times, 14 September 2011)
“State labor leaders want to organize in-home child-care workers—
even family members—in state-subsidized programs so they can collectively bargain with the state. This bill was yet another 11th-hour
rush job by the ruling Democrats. Veto it.” (Editorial: On legislation
to sign and veto, San Francisco Chronicle, 14 September 2011)
“Assembly Bill 101, by Assembly Speaker John Pérez, D-Los
Angeles, a former union organizer, is sponsored by the SEIU and
AFSCME unions. It’s the ultimate ‘nanny state’ bill because it
would, literally, authorize nannies to join unions.” (Editorial:
Sampler plate from Sacramento sausage factory, Orange County
Register, 13 September 2011)
“The measure is a blatant handout to labor unions, and would let
them increase their political clout at taxpayers’ expense.” (Editorial:
A favor factory, Press-Enterprise, 9 September 2011) “Had this been
good policy, the bill would have been introduced earlier in the session, and gone through a normal hearing process. But it’s not good
policy. It’s an embarrassing payoff for powerful unions … and legislative Democrats don’t want you to know about it. That’s why
they’ve delivered it in a gut-and-amend special, at the end of session,
in a desperate bid to avoid scrutiny … Gov. Jerry Brown should veto
it—especially if he wants to demonstrate that, as governor, he is willing to say yes to the good ideas unions have to offer, and say no to
the bad ones.” (Editorial: Baby-sitter bill deserves some adult supercontinued on page 25
vision, Sacramento Bee, 8
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LEGAL
LEGAL NOTES
NOTES
The Consequences of Living and
Dying Without an Estate Plan
By Attorney William K. Hayes
Everyone knows they’re going to die. They just don’t believe
that it will be soon. They believe that they can ‘time the market,’ so
to speak. They’ll handle everything that needs to be handled for
themselves and their loved ones just before anything consequential
happens. Most of us expect that tomorrow will be another day like
any other. But, as Euripides said, “No one can confidently say that
he will still be living tomorrow.”
According to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) and the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS), the
number of deaths in the United States for 2009 was 2,423,712. In
fact an average of 6,640 people died in the U.S. each day during that
year. Some of them died of long-term illnesses. However many of
them died unexpectedly from accidents, heart attacks, and other
tragedies.
Disabilities are another issue. Very few people anticipate incurring a disability. Although we know we’re going to die, disabilities
are something that happens to the other guy. Statistics produced by
the Council of Disability Awareness inform us that up to 30% of the
people entering the workforce will incur a disability prior to their
retirement. It is also estimated that approximately 15% of workers
can expect to suffer from a disability for up to five years before they
retire. Over 36 million Americans are now classified as disabled;
about 12% of the total population. More than 50% of those disabled
Americans are in their working years, from 18-64. In December of
2010, there were over 2.5 million disabled workers in their 20s, 30s,
and 40s receiving SSDI benefits.
The numbers don’t lie. Death and disability are considerations
that should be factored into all of our life plans.
If you incur a disability and you’re married, you just assume that
your spouse will have the right to step in and take care of everything—right? Well your assumption may wind up with unintended
consequences for both you and your family.
When an individual incurs a disability, life still goes on. Bills
have to be made, checks have to be signed and agreements have to
be observed. Although the healthy spouse may sign contracts and
checks in the name of the ill spouse, the reality is that to do so is illegal unless there was explicit authorization from the ill spouse.
The law requires that unless there is a properly written power of
attorney, the healthy spouse or anyone else who wishes to assume
the care of the ill spouse should petition the court for conservatorship documents to assume control of the person and estate of the ill
spouse. Upon doing so, the estate of the ill spouse is then put under
the supervision of the court system and from that point until the time
of recovery or the death of the ill spouse, everything having to with
the ill spouse must be reported to the court for approval.
Oftentimes, the court appoints another family member or even a
professional conservator, neither of whom may have been the preference of the ill spouse. But at that point in time, the life of the ill
spouse is no longer his own. All decisions concerning his life are
only the concern of the appointed family member or the professional conservator who has been newly introduced to the ill spouse.
If the ill spouse is hospitalized, you might assume that the
healthy spouse can automatically make decisions and receive information about the treatment and health of the ill spouse. In 1996
Congress passed a law to protect
continued on page 28
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COMMUNICATION
COMMUNICATION
9 Timely Tips for Pre-Presentation Preparation
By Patricia Fripp CSP, CPAE
The day has come for your
first big speech or presentation.
You know you are an expert in
your chosen subject; know your
presentation content; what could
go wrong? After all, you have
your presentation ready. You are
feeling confident in your message and delivery. The thoughts
of how a positive outcome will
propel your career are exhilarating! You are ready to deliver
your presentation.
If you ever find yourself
invited to speak to a group, perhaps you have overlooked a few
final details. These factors could
derail your impact and your confidence. To guarantee your success there are still a few final
steps to take before you face
your audience and thrill your
boss, client, colleagues or meeting planner.
1. Check in early: Arrive
early to check out the logistics
of the room in which you will be
speaking. Is there a platform;
where is it? Where will you be
standing when you are introduced? How many steps for you
to reach the lectern or center
stage? Is the audience close
enough to where you will be
speaking to build intimacy? Is
the light on you instead of the
banner or the lectern if you are
not standing behind it?
Audience research proves if you
put the sound up and the lights
down the audience thinks they
can’t hear!
2. Make friends with the
stage: When the room is empty,
walk on the stage and “block”
your presentation, or plan where
you are going to stand and when
you are going to move during
your speech. You do not want to
distract from your message with
unnecessary movement. Go
through the outline of your talk.
Imagine
an
enthusiastic
response. The more time you
spend feeling comfortable on

stage the more you can relax and
focus on the audience. This is
what actors call “making friends
with the stage.”
3. Take a clock: Make
sure you have a clock you can
see from a distance. To keep me
on track and on time, I travel
with a large kitchen clock that I
can see from a distance without
having to wear glasses. Very few
people know how long they
have been speaking. If you are
including Q & A, have a dramatic close or the speech has a
“must-end-by” time. Scheduling
this adds to your professionalism.
4. Microphone: Do you
have your preferred microphone: hand-held, lavaliere, or
lectern? Practice talking into it;
the proper placing is chin level
for a handheld. Ask someone to
walk around and check that you
can be heard from all parts of
the room. Make friends with the
audio technicians. Make sure
you are on time for your microphone check and thank them for
their help when you have finished.
5. Audio visual: If you are
using a PowerPoint presentation
make sure the equipment is
working well. Are your
PowerPoint slides in the right
sequence? Do you have a
remote control to change them?
This way you can move around
and are not chained to your
computer. Remember to turn the
slide to black when you are not
addressing what is on the
screen. Is each slide visible from
the back of the room or auditorium? Are the talking points presented as a “build” or “reveal?”
Remember, your visuals aids are
a tool, not a crutch. They are
there to support you.
6. Connect with the
organizer or emcee: Be clear

about who will introduce you,
and where you will be during
their comments. Will you walk
on from the wings or up from
the floor? Will you shake hands
with him or her, or will they exit
once you hit the stage and
before the applause dies down. I
recommend you nod and mouth
“Thank you.” If you are speaking at a banquet, check that you
will have a clear path to the
microphone without tripping
over wires, chairs, or diners.
7. Pre-written introduction: In advance, send your prewritten introduction to the person delivering it. Carry another
two with you. Have it written in
an 18-point, bulleted list. This is
easier to read than paragraphs.
Be sure your introducer knows
how to pronounce your name
correctly. It is a good idea to
confirm they have the introduction and are comfortable with
what is written. Make sure your
introducer knows the introduction is prepared in a certain way
to set the tone for your presentation.

8. Be your own warm up
act: Connect with as many audience members as possible
before you speak. When they
see you are extending yourself,
they will return the favor of giving their attention. That only
lasts a few minutes so make sure
you grab their attention with a
great opening.
9. Learn from the experience: Always follow any presentation with an After Action
Analysis. Start with asking
yourself what you did well.
Next, what could be improved?
Always record your presentation and listen to what you said.
There are three speeches for
every one you deliver. The one
you planned to give, the speech
you actually delivered, and the
improved next presentation
based on what you did right,
would like to do better, and what
can be added from what you
learned from the experience.
Any speaking engagement
continued on page 39
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ed in close proximity to both the 71
and 60 Freeways.
continued from pg. 11
Anthony Brent, a partner of
BlackRidge, commented that, “this acquisition is in line with our
strategy to acquire well-located industrial properties with the ability
to increase value through management and repositioning of the asset.
We’d like to recognize Pat Bogan and Steve Coulter of the Lee &
Associates City of Industry office for their assistance on the transac-

tion.”
FAA agrees to lease suite in Barstow's Harvey House
Lee & Associates Inland Empire North Inc. facilitated a five-year
lease of a retail/office suite at the historic Harvey House in Barstow.
The Federal Aviation Administration will occupy about 2,100
square feet on the first floor annex of the Harvey House.
continued on page 15
Ron Barbieri and Carol Randall

Interconnect/Telecommunications Firms Serving the Inland Empire
Ranked by Number of Employees in the Inland Empire
Company Name
Address
City, State, Zip

Employees:
Inland Empire
Companywide

Year
Established in
Inland Empire

Offices:
Inland Empire
Companywide

Major Brands
Carried

Verizon
1200 Lakeview Canyon Rd.
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362

2,600
25,000

1952

5
3 Headquarters

Adtran, Alcatel-Lucent,
Cisco, Nortel

Charter Business
12405 Powerscourt Dr.
St. Louis, MO 63131

300+
16,000

na

2.

6
268

TelePacific Communications
9166 Anaheim Pl., Ste. 100
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

57
1,200

1996

1
35

WND

3.

Shawn McDermott
VP
(909) 945-8218/945-8255
www.telepacific.com

TW Telecom
3281 Guasti Rd., Ste. 350
Ontario, CA 91761

26
2,850

1993

4
75

WND

4.

Dan Cross
Sales Manager
(909) 605-5734/456-3650
www.twtelecom.com

Edison Carrier Solutions
4900 Rivergrade Rd.
Building 2B, First Floor
Irwindale, CA 91706

25
110

1999

1
3

Accent Computer Solutions Inc.
8438 Red Oak St.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

24

1995

2

VoIP, Toshiba, Cisco

6.

Marty Kaufman
President
(909) 481-4368/481-4376
info@teamaccent.com

Business Telecommunications Systems, Inc.
549 W. Bateman Cir.
Corona, CA 92880

20
N/A

1981

7.

1
1

Shoretel,
Toshiba, LC Allworx,
Avaya, Tadiran

Larry Lavorgna
President
(951) 272-3100/493-3033
www.bts1981.com

Extenda Communications, Inc.
37687 Bankside Dr.
Cathedral City, CA 92234

20
30

1970

1
2

VoIP, MyIntel, Samsung

8.

Russell Schmidt
Managing Director
(800) 640/2411/(818) 785-6623
cs@teamextenda.com

Phone Systems Plus
12780 Court St., Ste. C
Poway, CA 92064

12

1986

9.

NEC,
Microsoft,
Novell

Ron Kohl
President
(888) 552-2600/(858) 679-3910
www.psplus.com

Triton Communications, Inc.
663 Brea Canyon Rd.
Walnut, CA 91789

12
25

1982

1
2

NEC,

10.

Vito M. Tasselli
President
(909) 594-5895/598-2832
vito@tritoncomm.com

Intellisys Communications, Inc.
10700 Jersey Blvd., Ste. 110
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

10

1992

1

11.

Nortel Networks, Toshiba,
Allworx, Samsung, VolP System

Robert Saldivar
President
(909) 483-1928/483-1938
www.intellisyscom.com

5

1999

1

VolP, Aspire, NEC

Bill Roufe
President
(877) 636-3485/(877) 636-3485
bill@comteldata.com

2
990

1982

0
32

Inter-Tel
AVT, Active Voice,
Toshiba, Mitel

Joe Ward
Branch Manager
(714) 283-1600/283-2600
www.mitel.com

2

1985

1

AT&T, Lucent, Norstar Medridan,
Toshiba

Gale Medina
President
(800) 244-2217/597-7198
gamedina@verizon.net

1.

5.

Comtel Communications
12. 1119 Milliken Ave., Ste. D
Ontario, CA 91767

13.

Inter-Tel Technologies, a Mitel Co.
1251 E. Dyer Rd., Ste. 100
Santa Ana, CA 92705

14.

University Communications
15068 Avenida Flores
Chino HIlls, CA 91709

Top Local Executive
Title
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address
na
(800) 201-1452
www.verizon.com/business

2

Charter Business Internet, Charter Business Phone,
Gail Kodama
Charter Business TV
Director of Sales
(626) 430-3352/(951) 509-7111
gail.kodama@chartercom.com

3,600+ Fiber route mile network for high capacity data transport.
Lisa Swenerton
SONET, Managed Wavelength, Dark Fiber, Cell Site Backhaul,
GM
and Wireless Site Development
(626) 543-8156
www.edisonconnect.com

N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Copyright
2011 by IEBJ.
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of Lee & Associates represented the
tenant, the FAA and the owner, city
continued from pg. 14
of Barstow. Carol Randall stated:
“We have been in negotiations for over six months on this property
and are very pleased for our clients, the city of Barstow, in obtaining
a quality user as this federal agency.”
Murrieta Office Market Attracting Global Investors
In a Murrieta office buy, Global Building LLC purchased a
55.4k-square-foot multi-tenant building on 2.86 acres. Global is a
commercial real estate development and investment company with
offices in California, Texas and Washington.
The property is located at 29970 Technology Drive, at the intersection of Winchester Road (Hwy 79) and Technology Drive. The
two-story building was acquired through an REO sale.
Dan Vittone and Al Pekarcik of Voit Real Estate Services’ Irvine
office represented both the seller, a major financial institution, and
the buyer in the deal.
“Investors know that now is the time to get value-add opportunities on office properties in the Inland Empire,” said Vittone. “Lease
rates in the Murrieta / Temecula Valley office submarket bottomed
continued on page 24
out in early 2011, leaving the area
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EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE NOTES
NOTES
CVEP’s Annual Economic Summit
The Annual Economic Summit will be held on Friday, Oct. 21 at
the Renaissance Esmeralda in Indian Wells. The event promises to be
a morning full of information, networking and regional strategy
building. They have a website specific to the Summit this year, please
check out this year’s program and register for the event by visiting
cvepsummit.com. Registration is open—reserve your spot now!
CVEP Partners Offer Assistance to Local Business Owners
The following upcoming regional workshops and conferences are
available to the business community. Several of our strategic partners work with business owners throughout the region on ways to
improve their operations. Here are some workshops that may be of
interest. Visit the following links for more details.
CVWBC - “Writing a Business Plan”
SCORE - “Preparing for Small Business Success”
SCORE - ”What's a Good Business Idea”
Nick DiCosola and Ron Barbieri Ph.D, CPA Join the Bradco
Companies
Two heavy hitters on the commercial real estate scene have partnered with long time business leader and mega broker Joseph W.
Brady to form a dream team that has over 100 years of combined
experience in commercial real estate and a nationwide book of
clients.
Nick DiCosla and Ron Barbieri both boast a laundry list of
accomplishments in their long careers including having been founding members of Lee & Associates Inland Empire North. As co-principals and senior vice presidents of the newly formed venture, each
brings a new dynamic to the Bradco Companies, which to date has
more than $385 million in sales.
“The key to successful real estate investing is anticipating
changes in local economic conditions and their impact on real estate
trends,” said Barbieri, who joins Bradco as one of the leading minds
in market research and an expert on regional trends in the industry.
Bringing with him an MBA from Stanford University and a PhD in
real estate and urban land economics from UCLA, Barbieri will coedit the High Desert Bradco Report along with Brady. Barbieri saw
the unique model of Bradco’s approach to combining analytical
research with deal making as the perfect opportunity to benefit from
his extensive research and knowledge.
Barbieri’s knowledge of finance and economics is unprecedented
among brokers in the region. Throughout his 40-year career, he’s
managed multi-million dollar investment funds, often reporting an
annual internal rate of return of 20 percent or more for its investors.
He also successfully developed a 125-acre business park complete
with a mid-rise office building and biomedical lab for cancer
research.
“From my perspective, I can combine my expertise with Joe’s to
basically provide investment opportunities and insights,” Barbieri
said.
DiCosola’s knowledge in corporate business from years as a successful data processing manager have helped him close large commercial real estate deals including leases with multiple tenants in
Apple Valley’s thriving Jess Ranch Marketplace.
“To join a team of experienced professionals of this caliber is an
opportunity that comes along once in a career,” says DiCosola. “We
have a lot of experience and momentum behind us, and we intend to
make a very positive impact on the economy throughout the region,
continued on page 25
bringing new businesses to the area,
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HEALTHCARE
Healthcare fraud hurts us all
By David Sayen
People talk a lot these days about the rising cost of healthcare.
How much of a role does fraud play in this?
A significant one, unfortunately. The fact is that criminals steal
billions of dollars each year from Medicare, Medicaid, and the
Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP). This is taxpayer
money that should be going to medical treatment for some of our
most vulnerable citizens, including seniors, low income families, and
kids.
Fraud hurts everyone by driving up healthcare costs. It also
undermines the financial sustainability of federal healthcare programs upon which millions of Americans depend.
What’s the federal government doing to stop it? Plenty, especially with the new tools we have under last year’s health reform law.
For one thing, we’re becoming more proactive about keeping
criminals out of federal healthcare
programs in the first place. My
agency, the Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services (CMS), has
adopted a more rigorous screening
process for new providers and suppliers. This is intended to weed out
crooks before they can start submitting fraudulent bills to the government.
Under the Affordable Care Act,
we can now use sophisticated new
technologies and innovative data
sources to identify patterns associated with fraud. We also have the
David Sayen
authority to temporarily stop
enrolling new providers and suppliers when we detect patterns that
may indicate a significant potential for fraud.
When there’s a credible allegation of fraud against a provider or
supplier, we can temporarily stop payments to them while an investigation is undertaken. In other words, CMS is moving away from the
old “pay and chase” model of doing business—paying out claims and
then trying to recover the fraudulent ones.
Of course, we know that most providers—doctors, hospitals,
nursing homes, home health care operators, and others—are honest.
But we’re becoming more vigilant about the dishonest few. And those
who defraud federal healthcare programs will face tougher penalties.
The Affordable Care Act increases the federal sentencing guidelines related to healthcare fraud offenses involving $1 million or
more in losses to federal programs. The Act also allows the government to impose stronger civil and monetary penalties against those
who commit fraud. And crooks kicked out of one state’s Medicaid or
CHIP program will now be kicked out of all states’ Medicaid or CHIP
programs.
Is Medicare making progress in the fight against fraud? Yes, we
are. For example, the federal government recovered $4 billion last
year from people who attempted to defraud seniors and taxpayers.
That’s a record amount.
How can individuals help in the fight against healthcare fraud?
If you have Medicare, here are some things you can do:
Guard your Medicare and Social Security numbers. Treat them
continued on page 39
like you treat your credit cards.
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COMPUTER
COMPUTER
The Legend of the Nigerian Interior Minister
By J. Allen Leinberger
This is a story I have told
before, but it bears repeating.
There are dishonest people out
there who want to take your
money. The easiest way to do
that is by using the computer,
and the best way to attract people on the computer is to dangle money in front of them.
That’s why, several years
ago people began getting messages from the Nigerian
Interior Minister. He had
access, according to his e-mail,
to some 25 million U.S. dollars
that he needed help transferring to an American bank.
Somehow he had selected you
for the job. In the end they will
want to put the money into
your account and they will
need all of your access numbers to do that. But hey, you’re
getting 25 million dollars.
Since then there have been
any number of variations on

the game. Many send you a
notice that you have won a lottery. One Inland Empire credit
union even had to go so far as
to post signs saying that there
was no such thing as a
Canadian lottery.
Then there is the story of
how Bill Gates, or AOL or
someone is checking e-mails
and will give you some amount
of money for each message you
send or receive. It’s not true.
Sorry. I have personally been
proposed marriage by a number of widows in foreign countries who want to bring their
dead husband’s money to
America.
Here is a selection, cut
directly from my spam site of
what one of these letters offers:
“I was orphaned at the age
of four and was raised in an
orphanage. I was married to

my late husband Engr.Robert
Williams for twenty years
without a child. Robert had
cadio-vascular condition and
died of cardiac arrest few years
ago.I am a fervent Believer and
a God fearing woman just like
my late husband.Robert and i
lived in Nigeria for over 18
years,where my husband a
petrochemical engineer by profession worked and rose
through the ranks to become an
executive director with a multinational construction and oil
servicing conglomerate, before
his demise.He also established
huge private investments that i
assisted in managing.
“Sequel to the unfortunate
and shocking demise of my
priceless husband, i decided
not to re-marry.when my cancer ailment became terminal &
more so because i do not have
a next of kin to bequeath all

that ROBERT my late husband
& i labored for,i sold off all our
choice properties and other
inherited belongings comprising of a shopping mall,an
hotel, shares, bonds,jewelries
and other valuable family
treasures and deposited the
proceeds amounting to USD
$10,000,000.00 (TEN MILLION DOLLARS ONLY) with
First Inland Bank of Nigeria
Plc. (Now FIN-BANK PLC) At
present, this fund is still
deposited with the bank.”
Notice the bad spelling and
grammar. Notice also the
heavy sympathy call here.
Dead husband, heart attack,
cancer, no next of kin. Notice
also the ten million and all of
the land holdings. It goes on
but I am beginning to wonder if
these things might be copy
continued on page 35

Long Distance Companies Serving the Inland Empire
Listed Alphabetically
Name
Address
City/State/Zip

# Employees:
I.E.
Companywide

# Offices:
I.E.
Total

Local Contacts:
Residential
Business
Repair

Service Area/
Calling Areas

Local Address

(800) 288-2020
(800) 750-2355

Nationwide

1375 Camino Real, Ste. 120
San Bernardino, CA 92408

Top Local Executive
Title
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address

1.

AT&T
1150 S. Olive St.
Los Angeles, CA 90015

n/a
244,000

2.

Charter Business
12405 Powerscourt Dr.
St. Louis, MO 63131

300+
16,000+

6
268

(888) GET-CHARTER
(800) 314-7195
(800) 314-7195

Nationwide
(in select states)

7337 Central Ave.
Riverside, CA 92504

Dialtone Services LLC
56925 Yucca Trail, Ste. 406
Yucca Valley, CA 92284

1
15

1
2

N/A
(888) 483-4020

California

3.

56707 Desert Gold Dr.
Yucca Valley, CA 92284

4.

TelePacific Communications
515 S. Flower St.
Los Angeles, CA 90071

57
1,200

1
35

(909) 945-8180
(909) 945-8180
(909) 945-8180

L.A., Orange,
Riverside, San Bernardino,
San Diego Counties

9166 Anaheim Place, Ste. 100
Rancho Cucamonga
CA 91730

Sprint/Nextel Communications, Inc. 11
301 E. Ocean Blvd., Ste. 2000
55,000
Long Beach, CA 90802

1
140

na

Nationwide

5.

3535 W Tyler St.
Riverside
CA 92503

Time Warner Telecom Calif., Inc. 60
430 N. Vineyard Ave., Ste. 150
1,000
Ontario, CA 91764

3
31

(909) 605-5734
(888) 363-2067

Worldwide

6.

3281 Guasti Rd., Ste. 350
Ontario
CA 91761

Dan Cross
Sales Manager
(909) 605-5734/456-3650
dan.cross@twtelecom.com

Verizon
140 W. St.
New York, NY 10007

5
3

(877) 300-4498
(800) 201-1452
(800) 483-2000

Nationwide

7.

15505 Sand Canyon Ave.
Irvine
CA 92618

Jon Davies
Business Consultant
(805) 372-6969
www.verizon.com

n/a
244,600

Denita Willoughby
Vice President
(909) 884-7861
www.att.com
Gail Kodama
Director of Sales
(626) 430-3352/(951) 509-7111
gail.kodama@chartercom.com
Ron Sweetman
Co-Owner
(760) 369-1015
www.dialtoneservices.com
Shawn McDermott
VP
(909) 945-8218/9458255
Becky Jensen
Sales Manager
(951) 352-6100

N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Copyright
2011 by IEBJ.
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U.S. EPA Orders 13 Chino Dairies to Control Manure Runoff—Joint effort
with local Water Board to protect Santa Ana River
The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency is ordering
13 Chino area dairies to comply
with Clean Water Act requirements to prevent dairy manure
waste and other pollutants from
reaching local waterways.
Among the violations discovered at the dairies subject to

EPA’s orders were:
• failure to construct or
maintain controls necessary to
prevent manure and other
contaminants from discharging
into waterways
• failure to take reasonable steps to minimize or pre-

vent discharges
• failure to develop and
implement Engineered Waste
Management Plans
• failure to conduct proper
routine inspections of the facility
“To protect the Santa Ana

River watershed, we’re taking
action to ensure these dairies are
prepared for the upcoming winter rains, when animal waste
could flow from their dairies
into nearby creeks and streams,”
said Jared Blumenfeld, EPA’s
regional administrator for the
Pacific Southwest. “We will
also be evaluating whether monetary penalties are appropriate,
pursuant to our authority under
the federal Clean Water Act.”
Inspections to evaluate
permit compliance at dairies are
an ongoing focus of the EPA and
the Regional Water Quality
Control
Board.
Between
November 2010 and February
2011, Water Board representatives inspected dozens of dairies
in the Chino area.
“The Santa Ana Regional
Water Quality Control Board
welcomes and benefits from its
partnership with U.S. EPA in
regulating waste discharges
from dairies within the Santa
Ana Region,” said Kurt
Berchtold, executive officer of
the Santa Ana Regional Water
Quality Control Board. “We
look forward to continued cooperative activities with the EPA in
the future to enforce Clean
Water Act requirements at the
dairies within our region.”
Through its administrative
process, the EPA is ordering the
following dairies to immediately comply with their permit
requirements issued by the
Santa Ana Regional Water
Quality Control Board:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bachoc Dairy #1
Bollema Dairy
Bosch Dairy
Costa Dairy
El Dorado Dairy
Falloncrest Farms/
Legend Dairy Farms
Goyenetche Dairy #3
John Weststeyn Cattle
H&R Dairy
Koot Dairy #2
Legend Dairy Farms #2
Syann Dairy #2
continued on page 22
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MANAGEMENT
The Five Essential Steps of a Successful Business Turnaround
By John Treace
I have taken part in many
business turnarounds in my
career, and time and again
noticed the same problems,
regardless of whether the reason
for the turnaround was a relatively minor situation or a reorganization after bankruptcy.
Here are the five steps that
need to happen during any
major business adjustment and
some of the pitfalls to avoid
along the way. While this article
will focus on sales teams, these
steps are of a universal nature
and will apply to most departments within a company.
1. Assessing the Situation
Before a successful business
turnaround can be implemented,
it is crucial to understand what
got the company where it is
now. When businesses fail, it is
most often due to ineffective
management. Since management is usually the problem, it is
difficult to use current management insight to determine what
change is needed. As outside
consultants, we often hear from
ineffective management teams
that they need greater funding to
correct the sagging business, but
we know that throwing money
at a problem does not work. The
people who created the problem
in the first place will not know
how to fix it. Providing them
greater resources is a mistake: it
wastes money and degrades
employee morale. Also, failing
businesses most often do not
have good metrics in use to
manage and guide the business.
Metrics should not only tell
company leaders where they
have been but should also be
used to gauge future performance. Management should be
able to clearly describe how the
metrics it uses will predict
future results.
Providing that the company’s products or services are
competitive, the issues affecting
the performance of a sales team

can range from an ineffective
sales process to low morale,
which is caused by any number
of factors. In these situations, I
have never seen a “bad” sales
team, but I have seen plenty of
lousy processes and plenty of
low morale—both deal-killers
that will destroy any company’s
sales effort. Great insight can be
gained by getting close to the
company’s sales force, sales
processes, and customers to
determine why sales are not progressing to plan.
2. Defining a Winning
Culture
Companies in need of a turnaround usually have ill-defined
culture. We can test this by asking salespeople to describe the
company culture as they perceive it. In failing businesses,
employees will not be forthcoming, and answers will vary from
person to person; you’ll find that
no two sales reps share the same
description. Especially when a
company is charting rough
waters, it is imperative that the
sales team embrace a unified
culture, one that will define success.
At the heart of culture are
the core values a company
embraces. Core values are like
the Ten Commandments. They
are simple action statements that
define the principles the company believes in, not fuzzy declarations that can be interpreted at
the whim of management. They
should be published and posted
throughout
the
company.
Employees should understand
the corporate commitment to
them, and that disciplinary
action will follow their violation.
“Tell the bad news first, not
last” was a core value we used at
one company. If we were not
able to make a customer delivery on time or if we expected to
miss our sales forecast, we were
expected to give fair warning to

the customer or the CEO respectively. This core value became a
cornerstone of this company’s
customer service. Another core
value was “Do the right thing
for shareholders, customers, and
employees, and don’t take a
position that favors one over
another.” This core value
ensures that the company will
keep the playing field level for
all and not sacrifice one group
for another.
Many companies say they
do the right thing—but do they?
And do they do it all the time?
Core values define corporate
culture, and companies without
them tend to wander and underperform.
3. Managing People
People are the most important component of any organization. Powerful investment
groups don’t invest in companies; they invest in people.
When companies fail, it is
almost always due to ineffective
management. In a business turnaround, it is important to identify who stays in his or her current
position and who must find a
position elsewhere. However,
most failing ventures have poor
methods of measuring individual results, so care must be
taken in this selection process.
Making this determination is
critical; powerful managers surround themselves with high performers.
However, when looking at
the long term, it isn’t so much
who you fire as who you hire.
To fill out a failing company
with high performers, look for a
track record of success. All high
performers will have one. To
retain them, you must ensure
these valuable employees that
they can trust management’s
word, that management has their
best interests at heart, and that
management is committed to
distinction in all that they do.
High performers want to be on a

winning team, and if they think
management can’t accomplish
this they will look for employment elsewhere.
4. Creating a New Vision
of the Future
When companies fail,
employee morale and confidence is degraded, and many
high performers will look for
employment elsewhere. Most
employees in these situations
want their company to prosper,
but they don’t know how to
accomplish it. They believe that
they have done an admirable job
and will resent those who say
otherwise, especially if employees from other departments lay
blame on their department. This
not only creates low morale but
also degrades teamwork, a necessary ingredient in success. In
these situations it is imperative
that a new vision for the company be formulated and effectively
communicated to all employees.
Don’t expect this to be an
easy task—it usually isn’t. Most
employees believe they have
been on the right course, and
they see the company’s failure
as due to the ineffectiveness of
other departments, not theirs.
When the new vision is communicated, expect employees to
fall into three categories: those
who embrace it with enthusiasm, those who sit on the fence
to wait and see how things go,
and those who do not buy in,
who resist the change and are
open and verbal in their opposition. The sooner management
resolves these last two groups,
the better. The fence-sitters and
the resisters must quickly
reverse their positions and
enthusiastically support the new
vision—or find employment
elsewhere. The sooner management converts these groups, the
better. Powerful companies have
sales organizations that embrace
a vivid vision of the future and
continued on page 28
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Orange County/Inland Empire Regional SBDC Lead Center Announces
Release of RFPs for the Inland Empire and Coachella Valley Small Business
Development Centers
The
California
State
University, Fullerton-operated
Orange County/Inland Empire
Regional
Small
Business
Development Center Network
announces the release of its
Request for Proposals (RFP) for
the Inland Empire and the
Coachella
Valley
Small
Business Development centers.
The lead center is seeking a host
institution/partner that is fully
committed to and invested in
meeting the needs of small business owners in the Inland
Empire.
The RFP is open to all nonprofit organizations, state/local
city governments and educational institutions that serve
Riverside and San Bernardino
counties. The RFPs are available
online
at
www.leadsbdc.org. Interested
organizations will have the
opportunity to respond to the
RFP in an eight week period and
once the responses have all been
received and evaluated, it is
anticipated that the selected
organization will join the network in January 2012.
There will be a bidder's conference on Monday, Oct. 17,
2011 from 10:00 a.m. - 12:00
p.m. for the Inland Empire
SBDC RFP at the San
Bernardino
Economic
Development Agency, 201-B,
North E Street, Suite 200, San
Bernardino, CA 92401. The
Coachella Valley SBDC bidder’s conference will also be at
the same location on Monday,
Oct. 17, 2011 in the afternoon
from 1:30 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. A
review of the proposal and questions regarding the proposal will
be provided at the bidder’s conference.
“The challenges today are
plain to see,” said Priscilla
Lopez, network regional director. “We are seeking a host that
will build on past successes and
bring the level of commitment
that is required to help business-

es in the region on a larger scale
than ever before. This transparent RFP process is needed to
allow for open competition
among local institutions and
help bring the small business
community and the people of

the Inland Empire and the
Coachella Valley the level of
assistance and service they need
in today’s economic climate.”
For additional information
contact Priscilla Lopez, region-

al director of the Orange
County/Inland Empire Regional
Small Business Development
Center Network, at 657-2782719 or plopez@fullerton.edu.
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Grants for Veterans Training for JOBS
By Sandy Harmsen
The San Bernardino County
Workforce Investment Board
has worked diligently to secure
the following three work force
training grants to prepare and
support veterans who are reentering the work force and
reimbursing employers who hire
permanent employees.

The Workforce Investment
Act
(WIA)
Multi-Sector
Partnership National Emergency
Grant is designed to help laidoff workers. Approximately 200
positions are open to a pool of
residents who were laid off from
specific businesses including
construction, manufacturing and
transportation. This grant aims

to help employers in vital economic sectors with talent location and employee development.
Eligible participants will receive
on-the-job training, supportive
services, paid work experience,
customized training and internships.
The Desert Green Veterans

Training Grant is available for
100 veterans to participate in
free job-training programs.
These training programs will
teach the skills needed for green
jobs available with local
employers. Jobs may include
solar panel maintenance and
installation, sustainable and
recycled products manufacturing, transportation and logistics
using alternative fuels and hundreds of other industries.
Participants can enter training certificate courses paid for
by this grant, or on-the-job
training, where a portion of their
wages are reimbursed during a
specified period. Welding and
HVAC certification courses are
currently being launched. Other
training courses will be determined based upon the job interests of the participants. Posttraining job placement assistance is also available.
Both the WIA Multi-Sector
Partnership National Emergency
Grant and the Desert Green
Veterans Training Grant offer
job placement services. The
county’s goal is to make sure
that all participants have job
offers at the end of their training
programs.
The National Emergency
Grant On-The-Job Training
(NEG-OJT) has a significant
amount of funds available for
subsidized contracts to assist
residents unemployed for at
least 21.5 weeks whose unemployment period began on or
after Jan. 1, 2008. This program
reimburses
participating
employers from 50 percent to 90
percent of the wages paid for an
agreed upon period during the
time an employee is trained in a
new job.
This program has been very
successful because it is designed
for permanent employment after
the training period ends.
Employers who have hired
through this program all report
that not only do their trainees
get up to speed quickly and at a
lower cost, but they also have a
continued on page 22
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Grants for...
continued from pg. 21
dedicated team member who
moves up in the company over
the long run.
Job seekers across the county can access these and other
opportunities, as well as no-cost
career counseling, workshops,
computers, phones and faxes at
one of the three Employment
Resource Centers (ERCs).
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Located in Rancho Cucamonga,
San Bernardino and Hesperia,
the ERCs are the junction point
for job seekers and employers
who need to hire. Staff at all
three locations work closely
with our county Business
Resource Team to conduct job
fairs and employee recruitments
for employers such as Home
Meridian, Ross Stores and many
small businesses. Our county is
remarkably successful not only

in getting people back to work,
but in providing qualified and
skilled candidates to area businesses.
If your business has positions that need to be filled, contact our Business Resource
Team. They will work with you
to identify your hiring and
recruiting needs at no cost. The
Business Resource Team can be
reached by calling 800-451JOBS.

Job seekers interested in
these training opportunities
need to be San Bernardino
County residents and enrolled at
one of the county’s three
Employment Resource Centers.
Contact
the
nearest
Employment Resource Center
by calling (800) 451-JOBS or
v i s i t i n g :
w w w. s b c o u n t y. g o v / c s b win/wia.htm.
Sandy Harmsen is executive
director of the Workforce
Investment Board and director
of the County of San Bernardino
Workforce
Development
Department.

U.S. EPA...
continued from pg. 18
• Three D Dairy
The EPA orders are intended
to improve the dairies’ environmental performance as quickly
as possible by bringing them
into compliance with the basic
requirements of their permits.

Investment...
continued from pg. 10
federal government advises that
only 17 percent of businesses
seeking a loan last year actually
received funding. Our effort in
this instance is to encourage
domestic and overseas investment in Riverside County-based
businesses.
The first three businesses
that have indicated they wanted
to participate in the program are
located in Temecula, Riverside,
and Banning. All three are locally owned small businesses.
Companies wishing to participate in this program will be
screened by staff at the Office of
Foreign Trade to see if their
business is a candidate for this
program. Investors are also
encouraged to carefully review
any investment opportunity with
qualified attorneys and or certified
public
accountants.
Information on the “Investment
Opportunities” will be found at
www.rivcoeda.org/oft.usa.ca.
For information on adding
your company to the list of those
looking for investment or if you
are interested in investing
please email dsloan@rivcoeda.org
or
call
us
at
951.955.1308.
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Local Doctor to Head Organization
Heritage Victor Valley’s
own, Dr. Mohan Mallam was
recently elected president of
the San Bernardino County
Medical Society (SBCMS).
Mallam sees patients in the
Victor Valley, including Desert
Valley Hospital, Victor Valley
Community Hospital and St.
Mary Medical Center. Mallam,

56, who began his own practice
shortly after moving to
Barstow, said he is glad he has
this opportunity to serve as
president. His goals for his one
year term as president are to
recruit new members for the
medical society and the
California
Medical
Association, to review the

bylaws of the medical society
and achieve better communication of new medical information between similar societies.
“I started in the society
from scratch as a member,”
Mallam said. “I climbed the
ladder gradually from position
to position.”

Desert Health...
continued from pg. 7
income, uninsured district residents through the Suzanne
Jackson Breast Cancer Fund,
and help underwrite case management services.
The district also awarded
$225,000 to Family Services of
the Desert for mental health
services in Desert Hot Springs.
Typically, participants in these
programs have been touched by
domestic violence, child abuse,
neglect,
or
maltreatment.
Family Services of the Desert is
the only agency to provide
domestic violence and anger
management programs that are
required by probation and parole
programs for the residents of
Desert Hot Springs. An estimated 720 district residents will
benefit from this funding.
Desert Healthcare District
is a government agency, established by the state of California
in 1948, to improve and support
community health programs
within a 457-square mile service area in the Coachella Valley.
The district also owns and oversees the lease of Desert
Regional Medical Center in
Palm Springs.

Palm Desert
Business Expo
Come on out to Fantasy
Springs Resort Casino on
Thursday, Oct. 6th, from 4 p.m.
to 7 p.m. at the Palm Desert
Area Chamber of Commerce—
Joining Together for Success
Business Expo presented by
Costco.
Over 100 exhibitors, car displays, and 12 food exhibitors
will be on hand to meet you!
Looking for a particular service?
Find it locally at Fantasy
Springs at the expo—and it’s
fun! Admission is only $5 and
includes a 2 for 1 buffet coupon,
admission, a raffle ticket, and a
spin on wheel of madness to win
more tickets, and to win great
prizes. Meet exhibitors, have a
great evening, relax at the desert
business interiors lounge space,
and then join us at the Fantasy
Springs LIT lounge after-party.
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Real Estate...

poised for growth. In this instance,
the building was acquired with twocontinued from pg. 15
thirds vacant. Its modern design and
rent-ready suites mean there is a strong upside with future lease-up.”
Simpson Strong-Tie Expands Into 396k Square Foot Inland
Empire Facility
Here’s an update on a couple of Inland Empire industrial deals. In
one, Simpson Strong-Tie purchased an existing 396k-square-foot
industrial building in the Agua Mansa redevelopment area of the
County of San Bernardino for a major expansion in the area.
Simpson, a leading manufacturer of structural products for the building industry, is moving from its existing Brea location to this facility
to increase plant capacity and improve efficiency. The new expanded
location houses more than 184 office, manufacturing and warehouse
staff.
The manufacturer will be taking advantage of the San Bernardino
Valley Enterprise Zone (SBVEZ) initiatives which provide qualified
businesses with substantial state tax credits and benefits, including
hiring tax credits and sales or use tax credits, among others.
The new facility is adjacent to the cities of Fontana and Colton
near the 10, 60 and 215 Freeways. Simpson Strong-Tie executives
chose the location to service its customers throughout the southwest.
The Pleasanton California-based Simpson Strong-Tie has several
manufacturing plants and distribution centers in the U.S. as well as
operations in more than a dozen countries worldwide.
Erik Wanland and Tom Dorman of CB Richard Ellis represented
Simpson Strong-Tie in the move. According to Wanland, large industrial occupiers are increasingly looking at opportunities to consolidate product, reduce costs and
continued on page 33
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Executive...

and filling vacant buildings.”
DiCosola also brings a large
continued from pg. 15
book of business in the Antelope
Valley to the table. His regional network has led to the sales of several bank-owned restaurants in the Lancaster and Palmdale region.
“When you look at the experience these guys bring to the table,
creating a team like this was an opportunity I had to jump at,” Brady
added. “We’re looking forward to some big things ahead.”
Inland Empire Economic Partnership’s 20th Anniversary
Celebration
The Small Business Development Center (SBDC), a division of
the Inland Empire Economic Partnership, will be celebrating 20 years
of helping small business owners through the evolution of business
from start to growth. Small business has been recognized as being the
backbone of our economy and the Inland Empire has truly benefited
from the efforts of the SBDC.
Join them on Tuesday, Oct. 18, 2011 for hors d’oeuvres and networking as the SBDC celebrates the past, present, and future of small
business. Festivities will be held at the California Theatre in
Downtown San Bernardino from 4:00 pm - 6:00 pm. Mingle with
community leaders, elected officials, and partners of the SBDC while
you enjoy fun trivia, the history and evolution of the SBDC, and celebrate the successes of clients, both past and present.
Register online at celebrating20years.eventbrite.com.
Nathan Heyde Joins Gresham Savage
Nathan Heyde joins Gresham Savage as an associate in the transactions department. Heyde is skilled in the area of business law and
has advised publicly and privately-held businesses in entity formation and dissolution, asset and stock acquisitions, venture financing,
real estate acquisitions and intellectual property protection and
licensing. He has guided his business clients in forming venture
capital funds and domestic and international investments, private
placements, and exempt securities offerings.
Heyde also has experience specific to financial institutions. He
has assisted financial entities with regulatory compliance, corporate
governance, contract negotiations, financial privacy, and advertising.
He has negotiated and drafted agreements for electronic banking,
payment systems and non-deposit products and has led regional
clients in multi-million dollar national money transmission licensing
projects.
University of Redlands Announces Endowed Chair of
Institute for Spatial Economic Analysis
Dr. Johannes Moenius has been appointed as the William R. and
Sue Johnson Endowed Chair of Spatial Economic Analysis and
Regional Planning at the University of Redlands.
In this position, Moenius will provide valuable leadership to the
School of Business’s Institute for Spatial Economic Analysis (ISEA)
as its founding director.
“In his role as chair, Dr. Moenius will lead ISEA in its efforts to
promote sustainable communities in the Inland Empire, across the
state, and nationally through expert regional economic analysis that
supports public policy decisions and planning models,” said Dr.
David Fite, vice president of academic affairs at the University of
Redlands. “We are proud to have the support of Bill and Sue Johnson
for this important new venture,” he added.
“Dr. Moenius brings impressive skills and a wealth of experience
to the Johnson chair,” Fite continued, “and is what one might call a
‘new style’ economist combining comparative statistical tools with
Geographic Information Systems in order to present and analyze ecocontinued on page 30
nomic phenomena at the most tar-
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Dutton...

September 2011)

continued from pg. 12

•SB 126 (Steinberg) would
make it easier for farm workers to unionize by giving the politically
appointed members of the Agricultural Labor Relations Board
authority to certify a union if there is “employer misconduct,” a term
open to interpretation. Steinberg’s earlier card-check bill was vetoed
by the governor for overreaching, so the pro tem rushed through this
bill as a “second-best” for the farm workers.
“… agriculture organizations testified in late legislative hearings
about serious concerns with the bill’s provisions as well as the ‘gutand-amend’ process that avoids meaningful public review and debate
of legislation. … Of particular concern is the bill’s failure to define
‘employer misconduct…’” (California Legislature Wraps up for
2011, Western Growers Spotlight, 9 September 2011)
“Currently, the Agricultural Labor Relations Board simply orders
a new election if intimidation or other interference occurs. [SB 126]
… would instead allow unionization to move forward in such cases.
The measure … was passed over objections from Republicans, who
noted that the bill was only introduced last week.” (Calif. farm worker bill, gun open-carry ban advance, Marisa Lagos, San Francisco
Chronicle, 9 September 2011)
“Similarly, SB 126 … hadn’t changed since January. It got out of
both houses as a bill setting guidelines for the California
Transportation Commission, but it found new life as a labor bill
sought by the United Farm Workers and others.” (Late amends leave
advocates punched in the gut, Malcolm Maclachlan/Alisen Boada,
Capitol Weekly, 15 September 2011)
• SB 202 (Hancock) would reclassify June primary elections
so they are not considered statewide elections, thus moving all initiatives to the November General Election ballot, including a unionopposed rainy day fund measure currently scheduled for the June
2012 ballot. An SEIU legislative alert memo dated Sept. 9, 2001
even acknowledges that an effect of the bill would be to dilute the
influence of “whiter and more affluent” voters who turn out in
greater numbers for primary elections than do voters “who are
young, people of color or low-income.”
Even worse, by moving the rainy day fund measure (ACA 4) this
bill would undo another bipartisan budget compromise negotiated in
2009 – yet one more example of the Democrats failing to honor their
agreements.
“… a thank-you note from Democratic lawmakers to their labor
supporters.” (Editorial: Initiative bill ignores need for wider overhaul, Ventura County Star, 17 September 2011)
“On a more partisan front, Democratic leaders put Brown in a
sticky corner when they jammed through a bill to limit initiatives to
the November ballot only. The bill would be helpful to labor and
Dems.” (Gov. Jerry Brown and three telling bills, Debra Saunders,
San Francisco Chronicle, 13 September 2011)
“Specifically, labor unions want to shift an initiative now being
circulated—making it more difficult for unions to use dues, which
are paid through automatic payroll deductions of its members, for
political purposes—from June to November 2012. And, next June’s
ballot could include initiatives on government-worker pension
reform and redistricting, also opposed by public-sector unions …
This bill is all about the politics of 2012, not about the merits of such
a change … Gov. Brown should veto it.” (Editorial: Veto the ban on
primary election initiatives, Orange County Register, 12 September
2011)
“The proposal’s real goal is to give Democrats’ labor allies an
electoral boost … And tweaking the law to help a politically powerful group offers a bizarre prescripcontinued on page 30
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Joe Brady, Your Victor Valley Community College Board of Trustees
My name is Joseph W.
Brady, CCIM, SIOR, president
of The Bradco Companies and
I’m proud to be the newest
member of the Victor Valley
College Board of Trustees. As
a long-standing businessman,
an educated workforce is of
paramount concern to me, and
became the reason I sought the
appointment to VVC.
In my 23 years in the High
Desert, my wife and I have
seen ups and downs, but one
thing I can assure you is that
when education suffers, we all
suffer. Despite the struggling
High Desert economy, there
are still opportunities, but
they’re generated by an educated workforce, and communities that makes education their
paramount issue.
I’m a fiscal conservative.
The community college system
does not receive its fair share
of monies, but like the busi-

nessman, I’ve
learned to live
within
my
budget, and we
must leverage
the
school’s
income with
the businesses
and the community
to
ensure
the
highest results.
We need to
challenge all
the
trustees
and
senior
management at
VVC to ensure
a higher than
average graduation rate, a
higher than
average transfer rate and an
increased
amount
of
communica-

Joe Brady

tion between
the school, the
business community,
our
residents, but
most importantly, the taxpayers, who in
2008 passed a
$297 million
bond.
It’s important
that
through these
challenging
times that we
“think outside
the box” and
do things differently than
we’ve done in
the
past.
Throughout
the
Inland
Empire, less
than 20% of
adults have a

B.A. or higher degree for those
that are 25 years and over. In
the High Desert, it is only
10.9%.
We need to remember that
VVC is about our students,
who are our stockholders and
our shareholders. It’s not about
special groups or special
issues. I want to be a part of a
board of trustees that are held
accountable. We’re responsible
for a budget of nearly $60 million, 14,000 students, a 238acre facility and a newly proposed campus in Hesperia. To
quote Dr. John Husing, “there
is no such thing as a poor welleducated community.” The
opposite is also true! The
Inland Empire is currently the
opposite.
We need to affect change.
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From Social...

nal collaboration (Jive, Lithium,
Yammer),
social
listening
continued from pg. 6
(Radian6, Meltwater), measurement (Rowfeeder, Argyle), social relationship management
(Sprinklr, Syncapse Platform) and social CRM (Nimble, JitterJam,
Pivotal).
Companies need to first understand what it is they are trying to
achieve before thinking about which technology vendor to deploy.
Are they trying to streamline communication between business units
or geographies? Are they looking to roll out a collaboration application that will eventually replace their intranet? Or, are they planning
to use social CRM and weave it into their sales and marketing initiatives? Whatever the case, it’s important to understand the culture of
the organization and its leadership. Technology will not change an
organization’s culture. However, having a strong understanding of it
will have a huge impact on the technical requirements, choice of
technology and how to implement and configure it.
The challenge with technology is that there are so many software
vendors in the space to choose from. Organizations need to think
strategically before making significant investments into technology;
and consider scale, integration, support and maintenance costs, and
the current suite of applications that are already deployed within the
enterprise.
The foundation for social business transformation is culture and
leadership. All the technology in the world deployed in the enterprise; and all the process/compliance documents created are useless
if organizational behaviors aren’t changed. Change starts from the
top and business leaders are the ones responsible for facilitating this
change.
For additional information, please contact Brito through
www.thesocialbusinessbook.com.

Legal Notes...

the health insurance benefits of
employees when they transferred
continued from pg. 12
from one company to another. The
law is known as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act of 1996 (also known as HIPAA). However, in 2006, the privacy
protection of the law was expanded to almost all medical information to the point where now everything about your medical condition
and treatment is considered highly confidential.
Without a HIPAA Authorization and Release, your spouse, children and family may be unable to obtain any information about you,
including whether you are even in a particular hospital! A HIPAA
Authorization and Release allows you to decide who has authority to
request and receive your personal medical information. There is no
standard federal authorization and release form. As a result, many
institutions have developed their own particular form. Often times,
unless you sign a form that the particular institution believes to be
adequate, your family and loved ones will be told that the information cannot be released.
Let’s look at what would happen if you died without planning in
advance. First, if your death were preceded by a period of incapacity, your family might not be able to access funds that were needed
during your illness. Without a Durable Power of Attorney for
Property, financial institutions and other companies and organizations (Social Security Administration, utility companies, etc.) will
not speak with anyone trying to assist you. Next, if you had not
legally expressed your wishes with regard to your end-of-life care,
your family might not be able to carry out your wishes. A Health
Care Power of Attorney, Advance Health Care Directive, Health
Care Proxy or Living Will would be needed to empower the person
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The Five...
continued from pg. 19
company.

employ sales representatives who
are confident in their management
and in their employment with the

5. Developing a Strategic Plan
Once a turnaround-management team has defined the core values, culture, and vision of the future, effective strategic planning can
begin. It makes little sense to begin strategic planning before these
first steps have been accomplished. The strategic planning process
should include the top management members who will be charged
with implementing the plan. The planning sessions should not be held
in secrecy, as the sales force will always find out that management is
conducting an important meeting and will become suspicious as to
why the meeting is being held. No one likes secret meetings that may
define his or her future, and salespeople are especially sensitive to
this. After the plan is finished, the sales force should be promptly
informed as to the outcome and how the plan affects their future.
Powerful companies have solid strategic plans, and they effectively
gain employee buy-in to them.
Pulling off a business turnaround takes an intimate understanding
of a business, including its customers, products, sales process, and
employees. Powerful leaders and managers will begin by defining the
culture and vision and will then communicate these to gain strong
employee support. Since the turnaround process should be completed in a short time period—stalling or extending it can lead to even
more losses—management should apply all the tools available,
including third-party consultation. With the proper tools and an
understanding of these five steps, you’ll be on the road to a successful and permanent business turnaround.
For more information, please visit www.treaceconsulting.com.
whom you designate to assist you.
After your death, the probate court would appoint an executor or
administrator for your assets. In some states this can be a time-consuming and expensive process. Often, this process can be made less
burdensome if you had planned with a trust. But, in the absence of
planning, there are no legal instructions with regard to the disposition of your assets. In other words, you were “intestate” (i.e., died
without prior planning).
When you die intestate, the distribution of your assets is set by a
pre-determined list for intestate succession that varies from state to
state. Typically, it is some combination of your spouse, descendants,
and family of origin. But, without a valid will, you do not get to
specify who gets how much. You have to rely on what the state of
California has set as the default for distribution. This may be far
from what you have in mind. For example, if you have an unmarried
partner, he or she would get nothing.
Even more importantly, without a will, you would have no input
into who will raise your minor children or provide assistance for an
adult child with special needs. State law and the judge will determine that for you. Of course, the judge would not be privy to your
experiences and may make a different decision without the benefit
of your guidance.
Unfortunately, the question is not if you will die, but when will
you die. When you die, you can leave a plan to achieve your goals
and care for your family or you can leave it to chance. Your family
and your hard-earned assets are too important to pass without your
direction. Contact a qualified estate planning attorney today. They
can prepare a plan for you which achieves your goals of passing
your assets to whom you wish and
continued on page 39
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CSUSB...

rates among his proudest achievements the university’s key role in
continued from pg. 1
successfully educating students in
a two-county region that has the lowest percentage of college
graduates of any U.S. metropolitan area with a population of
more than one million residents.
“You open the doors of opportunity to those underserved in
the past – with an astonishing 70 percent of our graduates the
first in their families to finish college, and that after their education at CSUSB in which the value added is at the 96th percentile,” he told the audience. “Let me assure you that those two
successes trump most anything else that can be placed on the
higher education agenda.”
Karnig pointed to recent results from the Collegiate Learning
Assessment – employed by hundreds of colleges and universities
across the nation to test freshmen students and seniors – to serve
as an evaluation of value added by a college education. The
2010-2011 data indicates that students entered CSUSB with an
assessment score in the 31st percentile, which reflects the university’s mission of providing broad access to many students. Senior
year CSUSB student scores were 25 percent higher, at the 56th
percentile, which placed Cal State San Bernardino in the top 4
percent nationally for the degree of learning students acquired
while in college, scoring at the 96th percentile.
CSUSB has significantly improved its student persistence
rates, ranking among the leaders for first-to-second year retention among all California State University campuses, and it is
among the leading CSU schools in retaining African American
and Latino students.
“Our 86 percent first-to-second year retention rate is far higher than predicted on the basis of 70 percent of CSUSB students
requiring remediation in math, English or both, though it’s pleasing that 90 percent of those students are remediated within one

year of entering the university,” Karnig said.
Cal State San Bernardino has continued to improve its national rankings from U.S. News and World Report, Forbes and the
Princeton Review. For the fifth straight year, the university was
named to the President’s Community Service Honor Roll, and it
was included on the 2011 lists of Military Friendly Schools and
Top 200 Colleges for Native Americans. And CSUSB was one of
only four U.S. institutions and 18 in the world designated as Most
Innovative Business Colleges by European CEO Magazine.
He created the President's Academic Excellence Scholarships,
and since its beginning in 2002, more than 300 of the top 1 percent of San Bernardino County high school students have accepted the scholarship to attend CSUSB.
The university has established more than 500 community
partnerships, ranging from founding a $35 million campus in
Palm Desert, to agreements with various hospitals and health districts in graduating more nursing students, to contributing to
numerous other efforts, including efforts to advance successful
elementary and secondary education and nurture the STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) fields.
In recent years, CSUSB launched its first doctoral program in
educational leadership, and it added its inaugural engineering
program in computer science and engineering, as well as its first
two Master of Fine Arts programs in creative writing and visual
arts.
Under his leadership, the campus has constructed or expanded more than 1.5 million square feet of facilities, and the most
recent addition, the Murillo Family Astronomy Observatory, will
open this fall on the north side of campus. In addition, CSUSB
has erected four buildings at its permanent branch campus in
Palm Desert entirely without state funds. CSUSB’s Palm Desert
Campus was built with more than $40 million raised during the
Karnig years.
Cal State San Bernardino has
continued on page 38

Private Aviation
Ranked Alphabetically

Airline
Address
City/State/Zip

Types of Aircraft

Price

Top Local Exec.
Title
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address

1.

Air Palm Springs
145 N. Gene Autry Trail, 14
Palm Springs, CA 92262

Turbo Commander,
Cessna 421,
Piper Cessna,
Helicopter

$750.00/hr
$650.00/hr
$325.00/hr
Government Contract

Cinco Air Charter
7000 Merrill Ave., Ste. 17
Chino, CA 91710

Air Ambulance,
Lite Turbo Prop.

$1,250/hr

2.

Ray Quino
Director of Operations
(909) 393-9036/(815) 301-2821
rqjrr5@hotmail.com

KMR/Guardian
1150 S. Vineyard Ave.
Ontario, CA 91764

Columbia 400,
Eclipse,
Cessna C-340,
Premier

$2,260/hr

3.

Bill Farley
General Manager
(909) 605-6366/605-6370
sbeaver@guardian-air.com

4.

Landells Aviation
69873 Silver Moon Trail
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92241

Helicopter,
Jets

$1,023.00/hr
Varies

Jim Landells
General Manager
(760) 329-6468/329-7907
www.landells_aviation.com

5.

Threshold Air Charter, Inc.
8352 Kimball Ave., F350-3
Chino, CA 91710

Lite Jet,
Mid Jet,
Heavy Jet

$2,200/hr
$3,200/hr
$4,000/hr

Ivan Dodson
Director of Sales
(949) 463-7093/606-6319
ivan@flytti.com

6.

Western Air Charter
1805-D McKinley Ave.
La Verne, CA 91750

Cessna 310,
Cessna 421,
Air Ambulance

$575.00/hr
$850.00/hr
na

Ken Smith
Director of Operations
(888) 662-5613/623-1766
kensmith@westernaircharter.com

Darrell Grosland
Director of Operations
(760) 322-1104/322-1204
www.airps.com

N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While
every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O.
Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Copyright 2011 by IEBJ.
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College Grads Can Land the Job of
Their Dreams
Score a Hire With Expert’s Insider Secrets
You may have aced Intermediate Accounting, but you didn’t
count on getting lost on the way to your first big job interview. So
you arrived late and flustered, chugged a restorative cup of coffee in
the reception area, and then offered your interviewer a sweaty handshake.
Those simple mistakes may have cost you the job, according to
Patricia D. Sadar, a 20-year veteran of human resources management
and author of “Congratulations…You Aced the Interview and
Congratulations…You’re Hired” (www.congratsbooks.com) for
recent college graduates.
“Students and parents alike spend their valuable time and hardearned money to get into the right school and earn their college
degree,” said Sadar, an adjunct professor at Florida International
University. “It seems as though they forget the big picture—landing
the job.”
That’s an even greater challenge in today’s market, which can be
especially hard to crack for young workers. Sixty percent of recent
college graduates do not have full-time jobs in their fields of study,
according to a spring CNN Money report citing the job-placement
firm Adecco Group.
Sadar’s CliffNotes-style books answer burning questions, break
through myths, and point students towards the career fast lane! All
books are written to be read in an hour and put to use today!
Each book offers a checklist of strategies and a road map to travel the simplest, fastest, and most direct route for students to land the
job of their dreams. Some tips include:
• Tailor your resumé to the job: Recruiters often simply scan
resumés, so be sure the experience and skills being sought are easy to
spot, and the same information is repeated in your cover letter.
Include a professional summary, competencies, strengths and accomplishments all focused on the position for which you’re applying.
• Prepare for the interview—what you do before, during
and after counts: Know how to get there and allow extra time so you
don’t arrive late. Don’t use strong cologne or tobacco products, and
don’t drink coffee beforehand, all of which can be smelly turn-offs.
Do pop a breath mint—not chewing gum, which has no place in an
interview. If your palms are sweaty, wipe your hand discreetly before
giving a firm handshake. Follow up with a thank-you note to the
interviewer within 24 hours.
• Be truthful when asked about weaknesses: People often
avoid these questions or answer by presenting what they consider to
be a strength as a weakness, such as “I’m a workaholic” or “I’m a
perfectionist.” The interviewer wants to know if you can recognize
your weaknesses and how you’re working on them, or whether you
can admit mistakes and learn from them. Be prepared to honestly discuss one weakness and one past mistake.
• Ask questions, but not about salary, benefits, sick or vacation time: Go prepared to ask three to five questions about the company, the department or the position. You might ask the interviewer
to describe the ideal candidate for the job, what he or she most enjoys
about working for the company, or what the company’s biggest challenges will be in the coming year.
• Remember, mealtime interviews are not about the food:
Order a conservatively priced meal
continued on page 39
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tion for a process already too dominated by special-interest initiacontinued from pg. 25
tives.” (Editorial: Ballot gambit,
The Press-Enterprise, 31 August 2011)
• SB 922 (Steinberg) would cut off state funding for a public
works project of a charter city if it has not used project labor agreements (PLAs). PLAs are estimated to jack up costs between 12-18
percent.
“PLAs require union wage scales. As a result, they inhibit competition and unnecessarily boost the cost of taxpayer-funded public
projects, but that is of little concern to sponsors of this bill.”
(Editorial: Four bills need Gov. Brown’s veto, Contra Costa Times,
13 September 2011)
“[PLAs] effectively keep nonunion firms from competing, since
those firms typically pay less than union wages … Moreover, the
‘gut and amend’ process is inherently unhealthy … the tactic has no
place in a transparent democracy, and in this case flies in the face of
local home governance … The lesson in all this? Meet the boss in
California: It wears the Union Label.” (Editorial: Meet the boss,
North County Times, 13 September 2011)
“…the Legislature appears more determined than ever to pass
bills that empower and enrich unions while adding new costs and
burdens to private employers, taxpayers and local governments
alike.” (Editorial: Legislature’s rhetoric on jobs is empty, San Diego
Union-Tribune, 8 September 2011)
“Steinberg and Pérez should be ashamed of themselves. Rules
designed to insure transparency and fairness have been ignored. The
bill is another disquieting example of the awesome power that unions
wield among majority Democrats in the Legislature.” (Editorial:
Gut-and-amend bill needs to be stopped, Sacramento Bee, 7
September 2011)
• SB 931 (Evans) would ban payroll cards as an option for
employees unless employers agree to fund the employees’ bank fees,
as well.
“Where SB 931 stretches the bounds of reasonableness is where
it attempts to buffer the worker from personal responsibility. The
California Legislature should not be micromanaging bank policy on
customer behavior.” (Honest work, honest pay, John Diaz, San
Francisco Chronicle, 18 September 2011.
“Well, for the more than two million people in California looking for a job, I hope the governor will use his veto pen on these five
pieces of legislation and hundreds of other bills that the governor
said ‘are a solution in search of a problem,’” said Dutton.

Executive...

geted local—even Zip code—
level.”
continued from pg. 25
Moenius has been an economics
professor at the University of Redlands School of Business since
2005, and has served as director of its International Business
Initiatives program.
Moenius’s research is broadly interdisciplinary and extends from
international trade analysis to industrial organization and political
science. His work has been published in many venues, including the
Review of Economics and Statistics, the Journal of Development
Economics, the International Journal of Industrial Organization, and
Party Politics.
County Executive Officer Bill Luna steps down
The Riverside County Board of Supervisors accepted the resignation of Executive Officer Bill Luna. Luna notified the board in a letter on Sept. 15 that he would step
continued on page 33
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State of Riverside County - 2011
Business Expo & Luncheon
October 11, 2011
10am-Expo, 12-1:30pm-Program

Would you like to increase the leads / sales generated
from your website?
Would you like to be listed at the top of every major search engine such as
Google, Yahoo! & Bing for multiple search phrases (keywords) relevant to
your products / services? Would you like an abundance of laser targeted
high quality visitors to your website every day? Local Traffic Media is dedicated to helping provide a complete solution for your Online Business
needs

Riverside Convention Center
3443 Orange Street
Riverside, CA 92501
$35 per person

Our Steps and the Activities to Rank You
Smart:
1. Keywords Research
2. Competition Analysis
3. Optimized Content Creation
4. Keywords Optimization
5. Back Link Creation/Link Building
6. Submission to Search Engines and
Directories
7. Submission to Article Directories

Participate Sponsor: $500 per couple
Program Sponsor: $1000 per group of 5
Corporate Sponsor: $2000 per group of 10
Title Sponsor: $3000 per group of 10
Municipal Sponsor: $5000 per group of 10
Premier Sponsor: $10,000 per group of 20
Event Booth: $100

We are a team of professionals which includes full time SEO experts,
Graphic Designers, Web Developers, and Social Media experts. We are
proud to inform you that our team handles projects with integrity and on
time.

Please make checks payable to:
Riverside County
Economic Development Agency
3711 A. Arlington Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506

We will be glad to assist you with offering our services. Contact us for the
best quote for your marketing at 909-285-4440.

Internet Service Providers Serving the I. E.
Ranked Alphabetically
Company Name
Address
City, State, Zip.

E-mail Address
Web Site Address

# Subscribers I.E.
Year Founded I.E.

Three
Major
Services

www.att.com

WND
1976

Wireless,
Hi-Speed Internet,
Y-Verse Television

gail.kodoma@chartercom.com
www.charter-business.com

WND

High Speed Internet,
Phone,
Cable TV

Top Local Executive
Title
Phone/Fax

1.

AT&T
1150 S. Olive St.
Los Angeles, CA 90015

Denita Willoughby
Vice President
(800) 750-2355

2.

Charter Business
12405 Powerscourt Dr.
St. Louis, MO 63131

3.

Cruznet
215 E. Orangethorpe Ave., Ste. 333
Fullerton, CA 92832

hostmaster@cruznet.net
www.cruznet.net

WND
1994

Unlimited Time 56K Dial-Up and ISDN
Service, Full Service Web Hosting and Design,
E-Commerce, High Speed Corp. Access
Services: T-1, T-3 Leased Lines

Shahram Manighalam
Director Network Operations
(714) 680-6600/680-4241

Earthlink
1372 Peachtree St.
Atlanta, GA 30309

presslink@earthlink.net
www.earthlink.net

WND

4.

Internet,
Web Hosting,
T1/T3 Services

Kevin Brand
Chief of Consumer Products
(404) 815-0770

5.

Inland Internet
27192-A Sun City Blvd.
Sun City, CA 92586

info@inland.net
www.inland.net

N/A
1995

Unlimited Dial-Up Access,
Web Design & Hosting,
Business/Personal Accounts

6.

Keyway Internet Services
1030 N. Mountain Ave., Ste. 335
Ontario, CA 91762

sales@keyway.net
www.keyway.net

2,000+
1995

Dial-Up/DSL Services
Web-Hosting Services
T1/T3 Services

David Hievert
VP
(909) 933-3650/933-3660

7.

Linkline Communications, Inc.
302 S. Milliken Ave., Ste. G1
Ontario, CA 91761

scaster@linkline.com
www.linkline.com

10,000
1993

DSL/Hi-Cap Service,
Dial-Up Service,
Web Page Hosting

Steve Caster
VP
(909) 972-7000/972-7121

Qwest Communications Int’l
445 S. Figueroa St., Ste. 2920
Los Angeles, CA 90071

john.coughlin@qwest.com
www.qwest.com

WND

Broadband

8.

TelePacific Communications
9166 Anaheim Pl., Ste. 100
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

www.telepacific.com

WND
1996

WND

9.

Shawn McDermott
VP
(909) 945-8218/945-8255

10.

Ultimate Internet Access, Inc.
4120 Jurupa St., Ste. 212
Ontario, CA 91761

info@uia.net
www.uia.net

10,050
1996

Broadband,
Managed Firewall,
Hosting

Wes Zuber
President
(909) 605-2000/605-2900

Gail Kodoma
Director of Sales
(626) 430-3352/(951) 509-7111

Nancy Kiren
ISP Manager
(760) 446-3501

John Coughlin
Director of Marketing
(213) 784-6003

N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Copyright
2011 by IEBJ.
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One Person Can Make A Difference—and Now This Charity Needs Your Help
By Robbie Motter
Did you know that, per the
U.S. Department of Justice, it is
estimated that 14,500 to 17,500
children are trafficked every
year? Human trafficking has
grown from a $9 billion to a
$33 billion a year industry.
Riverside police officer James
Barrette said, “It rivals drug and
arms trafficking for the most
profitable criminal enterprise.”
If we can stop the people who
are exploiting the children and
raise awareness to young teens,
we can make a big difference.
The average age of a victim is
12-14 years old. Human trafficking is a growing problem in
the Inland Empire. Young teens
are being kidnapped weekly
and then sold to human sex trafficking. The predators prey on
teens on the Internet, Facebook
and right outside of their
school. They often prey upon
children’s vulnerabilities.
One person can make a difference. Darlene Tarnoski in
November 2010 was selling her
jewelry at a local winery weekly craft fair when she met an
FBI agent whose business was
rescuing children. The agent
described to Darlene how
fatherly looking guys find
young girls and offer them a
place to stay giving the girls the
impression that they would be
safe. However, once in place,
the girls would be sold for sex
over and over again. The agent
made rescuing those girls and
getting them to a safe place his
personal project.
As soon as Darlene heard
there was little to no help for
these young girls, she was filled
with compassion. “What are
your needs she asked?” His
response was “they need dignity bags.” Darlene had no idea
what he was talking about.
The agent explained that when
the children are found, they are
taken to a hospital or safe
house. Everything they have
or are wearing is taken for evidence at the FBI interrogation
room. The dignity bags, are

backpacks (containing clothing,
speaking at groups and asking
toiletries, water and snacks),
for help. Darlene and her volunhelp the rescued teens have
teers assemble dignity bags and
something of their own as they
deliver them to the safe house.
move to the next place. Darlene
In addition to donations
immediately understood the
from others, Darlene also began
need and decided if the FBI
donating a portion of her jewelcould not provide the dignity
ry sales to the charity. Some of
bags, then she would find a way
the first heartfelt groups to step
to do it.
forward were the
Q u i c k l y
Murrieta
For
Darlene was put in
Yo u / N A F E
touch
with
Network,
the
Operation Safe
Menifee Valley
House a local 18
Chamber
of
bed sanctuary for
Commerce, The
rescued girls who
GFWC Menifee
made available
Woman’s Club
seven beds for this
who has picked
project. Did you
Women Against
know that in the
C h i l d
whole U.S. there
Trafficking as
are only five sheltheir charity for
ters for rescued
this year, The
child trafficking
Wildomar
Darlene Tarnoski
victims. There
Rotary, who is
are none in this area other than
writing a grant for the project
Operation Safe House who
for
her,
La
Cresta
stepped to the plate seeing the
Neighborhood Watch, The
need.
Murrieta Lions Club and the
The scenario goes like this
Murrieta Rotary, as well as June
on a rescued victim: When the
Davidson of ASLA who donatsheriffs or FBI rescue a victim,
ed funds for sweats, and Robbie
they call Darlene and request
Motter, who showed Darlene
emergency shelter, and this
how to get the information out
could be at midnight which
and where to show up as well as
makes it too late to take the vichelp to assemble volunteers. A
tim to a shelter—so this means
big help also has been the local
that a temporary emergency
media who has helped to spread
shelter for the night is
the word. Recently Boston
required—so is feeding them,
Billie’s, a restaurant in
providing them with a dignity
Menifee, offered their banquet
bag until they can be placed.
facility for Darlene to hold
The awareness on this projfund-raising events the 2nd and
ect began with Darlene net4th Friday nights of the month
working and SHOWING UP
which she calls Karaoke and
everywhere to talk about what’s
dancing night, and two talented
happening and what the needs
DJ’s generously offered their
were. She saw the need to also
services— Tom and Lindy of
start a 501 c3 Women Against
Abbondanza
Entertainment
Child Trafficking which she has
Karaoke DJ.
done, and now serves as the
If they rescue more than
program director. She also startfive youth victims in a night, it
ed asking for donations of
is difficult to place them in a
either money or supplies. She
shelter immediately. What is
reached out for volunteers as
much needed is a 72-hour emershe knew that more people
gency shelter until we can find
helping her could spread the
placement for each child. What
awareness quicker. She started
would be wonderful is if a

major hotel chain would offer
to donate a room for the first 48
hours until placement could be
found.
Another great need of the
shelter is for a van to be able to
take these youths to their doctors, counseling and court
appointments. These two
immediate needs are very
important for Darlene to find,
and so she is reaching out to the
community for help. In addition, there is always a need for
food and teenager clothing. Call
for drop off locations.
Go
to
www.WomenAgainstChildTraff
icking.org where you will find a
wish list of this 501 c3 nonprofit organization. Because
of her hard work Darlene
already has received awards
from the California U.S. Senate
and the California State
Legislator, and the Victorious
Woman Award. She serves also
on the Riverside County
Against Human Trafficking
task force that was formed in
March 2011. To Darlene it’s not
about winning awards but in
touching a life, something she
does everyday.
If you can help or want
more information contact
Darlene Tarnoski at 951-4406330
or
e-mail
adifference@live.com.
Darlene is also available to
speak for groups relating to
these topics to spread more
awareness.
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Real Estate...

improve efficiencies. The recession
has, in a sense, prompted companies
continued from pg. 24
to re-examine their manufacturing
and supply chains to yield greater results.
In a sizable recent lease from the Inland Empire, Selco
Associates, a full-service third party logistics provider, inked a deal
for a 93.5k-square-foot industrial building located at 14277 Ramona
Avenue in Chino. Selco Associates had been subleasing the space
from Las Vegas Express for the past 15 months.
Jones Lang LaSalle’s Southern California Industrial Tenant
Representation Team lead by Executive Vice Presidents Mike Fowler
and Tim O’Rourke represented Selco Associates in the transaction.
The property owner was represented by Steve Belletti and Josh
Hayes of Colliers International.
“Selco’s strategy to enter the West Coast market in 2010 has
proven to be a successful one,” said Fowler. “Jones Lang LaSalle was
able to negotiate favorable terms on a long-term lease commitment
for Selco by leveraging the current economic condition. The Inland
Empire industrial market is one of the most active in the United
States with rents expected to show upward movement in coming
quarters as demand outpaces supply.”
WESTERN STATES TECHNOLOGIES ANNOUNCES
LEASE-SIGNING WITH SKY TECH WORLDWIDE
Western States Technologies Inc. (www.westernstatestech.com)
has signed a lease for $1 million with Sky Tech Worldwide Inc.
(www.skytech-ww.com). The lease transaction is for 50,000 square
feet at 1975 E. Locust Street, a 90,000-square-foot industrial building
near Ontario International Airport in Ontario.
Sky Tech Worldwide, currently headquartered in Chino, manufactures high performance cables that connect audio/video components for homes, automobiles and professional uses, in addition to
cables for computers and computer games. The company has a
worldwide customer base, and plans to move its headquarters to the
new Ontario space. The building will also be used for the company’s
distribution and warehouse operations.
Sky Tech’s new space is 29-foot clear height and features 19
dock-high loading doors. Approximately 7,000 square feet will be
used for office space, with the balance configured for warehouse and
distribution. The warehouse lighting offers T5 High Energy
Efficiency with on/off motion sensors.
According to Todd Miller, vice president of Western States, Sky
Tech Worldwide was attracted to the Locust building because it
offered a 50,000-square-foot property in the Ontario submarket along
with the clear height, number of docks and proximity to the airport
desired by the company.
Walt Arrington and Jeff Linden from the Ontario office of CB
Richard Ellis represented Western States in the transaction, with
Mitch Fisher at Jones Lang LaSalle
continued on page 35

Executive...

down effective Oct. 4. The board
accepted his resignation during a
continued from pg. 30
special closed session and reported
after the session that former Executive Officer Larry Parrish would
serve as interim executive officer while Luna’s successor is recruited. No timetable has been set for selecting a permanent successor.
Luna, 57, was named to succeed Parrish in July 2008 and had
been assistant county executive officer since 2007. The executive
officer oversees general operations in a county with about 18,000
employees and an overall annual budget of $4.7 billion.
Luna first joined Riverside County as a project manager in the
Department of Community Action in 1982. He was an administrative
manager in the county's administrative office from 1986 to 1990
before transferring to the sheriff's department. He rose to chief deputy
sheriff/director of administrative services, and returned in 2004 to
what is now called the executive office as county finance director.
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RESTAURANT
RESTAURANT REVIEW
REVIEW
Pasta Cucina Rustica—Simply the Best!
By Ingrid Anthony
It’s tough these days finding
an affordable, fiscally prudent
restaurant that serves enticing
and creative meals. Well, if you
enjoy Italian cuisine, those who
live in La Verne and surrounding foothills of the San GabrielPomona Valleys, you are in
luck. Within Italian-food circles, fancy, big-ticket dinners
used to be in fashion, but now
neighborly, old-fashioned home
cooking is the thing. Most
neighborhood Italian restaurants, however, still offer basic
Italian foods and don’t go the
extra mile for creativity and
variety—not this restaurant.
It is important first to give
you a few background details of
Pasta Cucina Rustica. The
restaurant is a country Italian
version of owners Valerie and
Tom Aruffo’s 27-year-old venture, the popular Aruffo’s Italian

Cuisine. Like the Claremont
thoughtful and unique menu—
Village location, Pasta Cucina
an accomplished list of old-fashRustica replicates an early
ioned, home-style Italian cookItalian-style
ristorante
of
ing—a tasty menu that actually
Philadelphia by period lighting
tastes good.
from the 1900s, and mirrors and
What Italian eatery serves
stained glass salvaged from the
soft Italian pretzels with sea salt
early 1900s. If
and
Italian
you wish to
mustard? Not
brush up on
being a big fan
your
Italian,
of mustard, this
visit the lavatomay change my
ry and hear the
mind—very
instructor givtasty.
Other
ing customers a
antipasti dishes
few lessons—
i n c l u d e
nice touch.
Vongole Con
P a s t a
Crostini (clams
Cucina Rustica
lightly
seaTiramisu
offers a private
soned and fried
banquet room in a vintage
crisp); Fonduta Italiano (proItalian setting for parties from
volone, mozzarella, parmigiano,
10 to 85. Check it out for your
melted with sweet cream, sunnext event.
dried tomatoes and baby
Now let’s get to their
spinach—served with brushet-

We can custom
design a label just
for you using:
Photos, Logos,
Colors, Invitations,
Themes.
Weddings • Anniversaries
Birthdays • Special Events
Graduations • Holiday • Gifts
Wine Tasting Available Daily

4231 Win eville Road
Mira L oma, C A 91752
( 951) 685-5376 or (951 ) 360- 9180
w w w.gallean ow in e ry.c om
Tour the Historic Winery weekends from 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm or by appointment
Listed in the National Register of Historical Places

ta).
If you’re in the mood for
pizza, you’ll find the Pizza
Rustico Italiano (roasted chicken, Tuscan olives roasted garlic,
sweet bell peppers, basil pesto
and mozzarella) fits the bill.
As in any self-respecting
Italian kitchen, however, the
main attractions are the handmade pastas. Check out the
Little Italy Favorites such as
tortellini della nona (spinach
and egg tortellini baked with
sweet peas, parma ham and
parmigiano cheese in a delicate
cream sauce). We tried the
Eggplant Pomodoro (fresh eggplant with parmigiano cheese in
a rich Roma tomato sauce and
baked with mozzarella) — this
dish was so large it could serve
two or more people.
Other items on the menu
continued on page 35
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Pasta...

include panini sandwiches; seafood
items such as scampi, sea scallops,
continued from pg. 34
calamari and even grilled Pacific
salmon. Their Carni Del Paese (country meats) list offers beef stew,
braised in olive oil; Pollo Al Rosmarino (chicken breast sautéed with
fresh rosemary, pinot grigio wine, virgin olive oil, hint of cream and
Tuscan cured olives served with creamy polenta); charbroiled prime
cut flat iron steak; and Italian country sausage with roasted sweet bell
peppers.
What I can’t get out of my mind is the bread at Pasta Cucina
Rustica—a warm loaf with a touch of sun-dried tomatoes and basil
on top—outstanding.
This wouldn’t be a complete review without mentioning their elegant and sweet treat desserts. I ordered the lemoncello cake (clouds
of fluffy cream, nestled between three scrumptious layers of exquisitely tender cake and tangy Meyer lemon curd)—when I arrived at
home I quickly Googled the recipe—an absolute must for the next
dinner party. Other desserts include typical Italian fare—tiramisu,
cannoli, truffle mousse and Italian wedding cake.
Pasta Cucina Rustica has a complete bar, and for Monday Night
Football in the Famila Room, happy hour specials continue with the
addition of bottomless parmigiano cheese popcorn with any beer purchase. They also offer Italian creme soda selections—Italian creme,
chocolate Tuscan orange, etc. This is a well thought-out menu as I
mentioned in the beginning of this article. If you are over 60 (don’t
know if ID is necessary) entrees in smaller portions are offered.
Service is attentive, prices are in par with other Italian restaurants, and the food is simply delicious. Visit Pasta Cucina Rustica,
and you can thank me later!
Pasta Cucina Rustica is located on 2086 Foothill Boulevard,
Suite D in La Verne (corner of “D” Street and Foothill Boulevard).
Call 909-593-8800 for reservations.

Wind, solar...
continued from pg. 3

sibility—a spell of lovely weather”
that left the wind calm and rivers
quiet.

By permission “The O.C. Register” a Freedom newspaper.

The Legend...

written, and I don’t want her
lawyer calling. (Actually, some
continued from pg. 17
letters are from solicitors, representing these people and their money.)
Of course, there are also the semi-harmless “Urban Legend” emails. Weird Al Yankovick just recorded a song on his new album
called, “Stop Forwarding That Crap to Me,” in which he says he’s
been getting everything from the Neiman Marcus cookie recipe to
the story of Mr. Rogers fighting the Viet Cong. (I’ve gotten that
one also. It never happened.) These stories and the other conspiracy theories are fairly harmless but they spread and they take up a
lot of room on the old computer. I delete about 75 percent of my
mail every morning and that’s after the rather effective SPAM filter that AOL provides.
So. Why bring all of this up again. Well, first because identity
theft remains a major threat to any computer user. New technology allows people to be hacked when they use the websites, when
they buy online and even when they go on Facebook or Twitter or
other social network sites.
As young people get online more and more, the threat to the
vulnerable grows. Grade school kids with smart phones may fall
victim to online predators. Senior citizens, who are trying out the

Real Estate...

in Santa Clarita, representing Sky
Tech Worldwide.
continued from pg. 33
Based in Los Angeles, Western
States Technologies concentrates on the successful development,
acquisition and rehabilitation of industrial and office properties, and
currently owns and manages a mixed-use portfolio totaling more than
one million square feet in Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San
Bernardino, Ventura and San Diego counties. Western States specializes in the acquisition of single tenant industrial properties and
office buildings priced from $1 million to $10 million.
Furniture Manufacturer Takes 500k Square Feet at SoCal
Logistics Centre in Victorville Generating 400 New Jobs
In the latest large lease signing at the Southern California
Logistics Centre in Victorville, United Furniture Industries (UFI)
agreed to a deal to occupy 505.2k square feet of space in a 1 millionsquare-foot facility that was built in 2009. UFI, a manufacturer of
furniture that is sold primarily under the Simmons brand name, plans
to take occupancy in November 2011 and is expected to generate 400
new jobs in the region over the next 36 to 48 months.
The transaction will provide UFI, a Mississippi-based company,
with a West Coast manufacturing and distribution facility to better
serve Southern California and Western U.S. markets. The firm plans
to have hired more than 100 people by the first quarter of 2012 with
the expectation of significant growth in the months to follow. The
County of San Bernardino’s Department of Workforce Development
will assist UFI in the hiring process.
“UFI conducted an exhaustive search throughout the six western
states and chose Victorville for its home due to the quality of available space, attractive workforce, a pro-business atmosphere and the
proximity to major West Coast markets from California’s High
Desert,” said Bob Cottam, spokesperson for UFI.
Joseph W. Brady, CCIM, SIOR of the Bradco Companies, represented UFI in the transaction. The property owner, Stirling Capital
Investments, was represented by Jay Dick and Mark Latimer of CB
Richard Ellis.
The UFI commitment follows in a trend of recent leasing activity at SCLC. To date in 2011, leases have encompassed more than
1.08 million square feet with such companies as a major confectionary firm, Sparkletts® Water, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University and Southern California Aviation (SCA). These companies join an extensive roster of companies located in the High Desert
that includes Boeing, GE, Dr Pepper Snapple Group, ConAgra
Foods, Plastipak and Goodyear.
SCLC is master planned for 60 million square feet of commercial
and industrial development and is undergoing a 6.5 million square
feet first phase. Approximately 3 million square feet has been constructed to date.
computer just to keep up with the grandkids, may be drawn into a
new scam.
Programs as harmless as Google Analytics, which is free to the
user, can tell not just what website you go to, but what you look up
on that site.
And let’s not forget that Rupert Murdoch’s people have become
very adept at hacking. I’d bring up the FBI and CIA, but then I’d
sound just like the people I’m talking about.
Many people here and in Washington are questioning just how
much security we need to add to the web; but, having grown up in
an age where people worried about phone taps, it begins to look
like anyone with web access is living in a glass house. Be afraid.
Be very afraid.
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MANAGER’S
MANAGER’S BOOKSHELF
BOOKSHELF
“A Manager’s Guide to
Virtual Teams,”
By Yael Zofi; AMACOM Books, New York, New York;
2011; 264 pages; $27.95.
In the unlikely event that
you’ve been asleep for the past
10 years, consider this: most
corporate organization charts
are more likely to be structured
into any shape except the oncetraditional pyramid. These days
they’re more likely to be organized into teams, or as author
Yael Zofi calls them, virtual
teams (VT for short).
Even as recently as the
1990s, most team members
tended to operate out of the
same suite of offices, or at the
very least, within a very few
miles of each other. Thanks to
great leaps forward in the combined fields of information technology and knowledge management, team members regularly
work in different states and
countries, as well as different
continents. In addition, teams
are frequently composed of people from different companies
that combine their talents on a
project-by-project basis.
Ms. Sofi points out that the
growth of virtual teams has not
only radically reduced the cost
of doing business, it has also
changed how business is done.
She states:
“Virtual team arrangements
have become increasingly popular as companies rethink their
human capital resources and
real estate expenditures. Of
course, teamwork has long been
a common work value, with
many companies using teams
organized around successive
tasks; so, the virtual team is
only the latest accommodation
to the realities that govern work
process. The virtual team is
unique, however, because the
most appropriate expertise is
pulled together from many locations and even organizations—
and yet team members may
never meet in person. With virtual work arrangements, recruit-

ing talent and expertise is possible, regardless of where people
are based.”
Reduced to its essence, Ms.
Zofi’s book is an excellent
primer on creating a virtual
team that is productive, effective, and cost efficient. More
importantly, the book takes a
realistic look at a variety of
challenges faced by VT managers, and how to resolve them.
One example of this is the
author’s consistent exploration
of the pitfalls of managing VT
deliverables. Here’s one example:
“The difference between
‘good’ and ‘great’ team management is in the delivery. Strong
delivery capability is the result
of effective planning, sound
processes, and careful monitoring, all of which translate strategy into action. Over the years
I’ve observed many virtual
teams, and in every case—no
exceptions—they run more
smoothly and stay competitive
if they plan wisely, maintain
ongoing communication among
members, and have clearly
delineated deliverables.”
Zofi also deals with problem
areas that arise from cross-cultural interaction on virtual
teams, especially those that
become
counterproductive.
Citing a five step series of
strategies she calls L E A R N
(Listen…Effectively communicate…Avoid
ambiguity…
Respect differences…No judgment), Zofi highlights the meaning of each strategy and offers
examples of how they might be
used to resolve issues that may
appear among VT participants.
Toward the book’s close, the
author focuses on issues of leadership that affect virtual teams.
She comments:
“Leadership issues always
surface in my consulting and

coaching engagements. Over
the years, working internally in
organizations and as an external
practitioner; I have facilitated
discussions about what makes
one leader more successful than
another and worked with executives to sharpen their capabilities in this area. At the beginning of my career the concept of
‘managing change’ was at the
core of these sessions. However,
about a dozen years ago I began
shifting my focus from viewing
the leader as an Agent of
Change to what I have come to

call an Agent of Connection.
....A different kind of leadership
is emerging, which focuses on
connection and collaboration
and encourages people to rise
above their differences and connect at the human level.”
“A Manager’s Guide to
Virtual Teams” is a very different kind of primer and ought to
be required reading for company executives who are serious
about marketing growth outside
their city limits.
Henry Holtzman

Best-selling Business Books
Here are the current top 10 best-selling books for business. The
list is compiled based on information received from retail bookstores throughout the U.S.A.
1. “Strengths Finder 2.0: A New and Updated Edition of the
Online Test From Gallup’s Now, Discover Your Strengths,” by
Tom Rath (Gallup Press…$22.95) (1)*
Discover your strengths and integrate them with your career.
2. “The Little Book of Leadership: The 12.5 Strengths of
Responsible, Reliable, Remarkable Leaders That Create Results,
Rewards, and Resilience,” by Jeffrey Gitomer & Paul Hersey (John
Wiley & Son…$22.00) (2)
A concise look at the fundamental traits of leadership.
3. “EntreLeadership: 20 Years of Practical Business Wisdom
From the Trenches” by Dave Ramsey (Simon & Schuster…$26.00)
(4)
Experienced advice on business leadership.
4. “Reckless Endangerment: How Outsized Ambition, Greed,
and Corruption Led to Economic Armageddon,” by Gretchen
Morgenson
(Times Books…$30.00) (3)
The why and how of America’s fall from economic grace.
5. “Nothing to Lose, Everything to Gain: How I Went From Gang
Member to Multimillionaire Entrepreneur,” by Ryan Blair
(Penguin Group…$16.00) (7)
How goal setting and total focus takes you from zero to 100%.
6. “The Money Class: Learn to Create Your New American
Dream,” by Suze Orman (Random House Publishing…$26.00) (6)
Creating savings and equity in a new world of investment.
7. “The Accidental Billionaires: The Founding of Facebook: A
Tale of Sex, Money, Genius, and Betrayal,” by Ben Bezrich (Knopf
Doubleday…$18.12) (8)
A business book that’s so juicy that Hollywood made it a movie.
8. “The Old Rules of Marketing Are Dead: 6 New Rules to
Reinvent Your Brand and Reignite Your Business,” by Timothy R.
Pearson (McGraw-Hill Companies…$18.00) (7)
Why it’s essential to reinvent your marketing approach right now.
9. “That Used to Be Us: How America Fell Behind in the World
It Invented and How We Can Come Back,” by Thomas L.
Friedman & Michael Mandlebaum, (Farrar, Straus and
Giroux…$28.00)**
10. “Endgame: The End of the Debt SuperCycle and How It
Changes Everything,” by John F. Mauldin (John Wiley &
Sons…$27.95 (10)
Why the end of debt piled on debt changes how we buy and invest.
_______________________________________________________
*(1) -- Indicates a book’s previous position on the list.
** -- Indicates a book’s first appearance on the list.
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NEW BUSINESS
NEWMAN LAW GROUP
10535 FOOTHILL BLVD.
STE. 300
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730

TLC RV STORAGE
KORRAL
4943 HOLT BLVD.
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763

NEWPORT TRUCK SALES
611 E. BARKER BLVD.
BIG BEAR CITY, CA 92314

TRAINING ABILITY
SKILLS KNOWLEDGE
29342 CLEAR VIEW LN.
HIGHLAND, CA 92346

NIGHTINGALE’S
COMPANIONS AND
CAREGIVERS
929 E. FOOTHILL BLVD.
STE. 76
UPLAND, CA 91786

ULTIMATE TAEKWONDO
OF RANCHO CUCAMONGA
7890 HAVEN AVE.
STE. 19
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730

ORASI PRODUCTIONS
1073 AGUA CALIENTE
COLTON, CA 92324
ORIENTAL ENTERPRISE
73644 29 PALMS HIGHWAY
29 PALMS, CA 92277
PAINT BY THREADS
11809 LA COSTA CT.
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
PAPA JOES PIZZA
1616 E. WASHINGTON ST.
COLTON, CA 92324
PHANTOM FRIESIANS
16547 NAVAJO RD.
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307
POPEYE’S SMOKESHOP
13738 BEAR VALLEY RD.
STE. E1
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
RAY’S LIQUOR
12838 FOOTHILL BLVD.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91739
RED’S HAULING
12279 FREMONT ST.
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
RLT JOINT VENTURE
257 CLARK ST.
UPLAND, CA 91784
SALAZAR SERVICES
128 EAST G ST.
STE. 201-202
COLTON, CA 92324
SENIOR EXECUTIVE
RECRUITERS
1540 BARTON RD.,
STE. 252
REDLANDS, CA 92373
SIGNATURE
CONCIERGE/ERRAND
SERVICES
280 FOREST CIR.
CRESTLINE, CA 92325
SOCAL AUTO ROADSIDE
SERVICE
35562 AVE. E
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
TAQUERIA LAS TORRES
840 N. MEDICAL
CENTER DR.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92411

ADVANTAGE HOME
INVENTORY SERVICE
494 S. MACY ST.
STE. 56
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92410

County of San Bernardino

EPIPHANY GRAPHICS
577 N. “D” ST.
STE. 112F
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92401
RMC CLEAN SWEEP
14444 QUINNAULT RD.
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307
S&R JONES PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
11725 DESERT GLEN ST.
ADELANTO, CA 92301
SANDY’S ENTERPRISES
8936 YEW ST.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
SLI DESIGNS
13329 JENNA CT.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392

GREEN HIPPO PLUMBING
807 EAST I ST.
ONTARIO, CA 91764

SMITTY’S HAULING
25635 HI LN.
TWIN PEAKS, CA 92391

H & H PROPERTY MGMT
12668 BAR HARBOR ST.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392

SOLAR MOBILE NOTARY
9630 MESA VISTA ST.
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308

HAVE COMPUTER
WILL TRAVEL
18415 JONATHAN ST.
STE. D
ADELANTO, CA 92301

SOLUCION LATINO
AMERICA
17474 FOOTHILL BLVD.
STE. B
FONTANA, CA 92335

HAVEN HOME
FURNISHINGS
19 E. CITRUS ST.
STE. 102
REDLANDS, CA 92373

LIBERTY RECYCLING
770 E BASELINE ST.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92410

HESPERIA WIRELESS
15555 MAIN ST.
STE. A10
HESPERIA, CA 92345
H2-0-TO GO
5080 MONO RD.
PHELAN, CA 92371
INLAND EMPIRE PRIVATE
DRIVERS
1757 E. GRANADA CT.
ONTARIO, CA 91764

LOS PAISAS BROTHERS
AUTO SERVICE
2127 W. HIGHLAND AVE.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92418
MONARQ BUSINESS
SOLUTIONS
3374 CLIPPER DR. CHINO
HILLS, CA 91709
MOTEL 7
1400 W. MAIN ST.
BARSTOW, CA 92311

J & J CASH WORKS
1005 W. REDLANDS BLVD.
REDLANDS, CA 92373

MOUNTAIN COLLEGE
1383 SHAY RD.
BIG BEAR CITY, CA 92314

CASH, TRASH N
TREASURES
602 AMIGOS ST.
STE. B
REDLANDS, CA 92373

MOUNTAIN UNIVERSITY
1383 SHAY RD.
BIG BEAR CITY, CA 92314

COMPLETE FLEET
SERVICE
8174 BEECH AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92335
CREDIT 911
RESTORATION
8361 ETIWANDA AVE.
STE. G
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91739
EMPIRE LASER INC.
1777 W ARROW ROUTE
STE. 407
UPLAND, CA 91786

continued on page 41

BENNETT RADIATOR &
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
9669 LARCH AVE.
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316

KAIA’ F.I.T. REDLANDS
700 E REDLANDS BLVD.
STE. U-173
REDLANDS, CA 92373

BIG BEAR PREMIER
CONCIERGE
596 PINE KNOT AVE.
BIG BEAR LAKE, CA 92315

KOUNT ME IN
ENTERTAINMENT
2936 N LOMA AVE.
STE. 35
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92404

ESBEYDI'S BEAUTY
SALON
18793 VALLEY BLVD.
STE. C
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316
BOTANICAL BLOSSOMS
916 E. BARKER BLVD.
BIG BEAR CITY, CA 92314
BUSTOS BATTERY
COMPANY
17435 CATALPA ST.
STE. 1AA
HESPERIA, CA 92392
C.S. GARDENING
10272 FELIPE AVE.
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
CAMACHO INSPECTIONS
11535 CLARIDGE DR.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
CHECK BY
CHECK- CHINO A
5275 RIVERSIDE DR.
CHINO, CA 91710
DIRECT TOWING &
TRANSPORT
12975 LAKOTA RD.
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308
DONE RIGHT ROOFING
21461 DEL ORO RD.
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308
E & A CONSTRUCTION
57419 ONAGA TR.
YUCCA VALLEY, CA 92284
EL DORADO PALMS
35218 FIR AVE.
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
MI CASA SOLUTIONS
154-A WEST FOOTHILL
BLVD.
STE. 322
UPLAND, CA 91786
MIRAGE CLUB
12403 DANDELION WAY
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392

NATURAL HEALING
THERAPY CENTER
1280 E. COOLEY DR.
STE. 20
COLTON, CA 92324

ML AND ASSOCIATES
13819 FOOTHILL BLVD.
STE. J-109
FONTANA, CA 92335

AA VICTOR ENTERPRISES
2275 E. FRANCIS ST.
ONTARIO, CA 91761

NATIONWIDE NOTARIES
595 N LACADENA DR.
COLTON, CA 92324

ADVISORFIX.COM
2235 PEGASUS WAY
WRIGHTWOOD, CA 92397

NINE-EIGHT APPAREL
TRANSPORTATION
5604 N. F ST.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92407

ALL TRADE REFRIGERATION AND HVAC
700 E REDLANDS BLVD.
STE. U-173
REDLANDS, CA 92373

NOEL’S TAX SERVICES
204 GRAYSON WAY
STE. A
UPLAND, CA 91786

LA POBLANA MI
RANCHITO MARKET
1842 PUENTE AVE.
BALDWIN PARK, CA 91706
PRIORITY PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
2715 CEDAR ST.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92404
QUALITY TIRE SHOP
11411 CEDAR AVE.
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316
EXPRESS MOBILE
PHOTO SHOP
7585 MONTROSE AVE.
HESPERIA, CA 92345
FIRST GLOBAL
FINANCIAL GROUP INC.
2248 NORTE VISTA DR.
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709
FUTURE MEDIA
1408 W. MARSHAL BLVD.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92405
GARDNER CREATIVE
VENTURES
108 W. AEROPLANE BLVD.
BIG BEAR CITY, CA 92314
GOLD HUNTERS
17262 IVY AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92335
GOLDENWEST DENTAL
CLINIC INC.
202 W. FOOTHILL BLVD.
RIALTO, CA 92376
HISPANIC MEDIA &
MARKETING
17371 SEVILLE CT.
FONTANA, CA 92335
INNOVATIVE UPGRADE
SOLUTIONS
3601 HANFORD AVE.
YUCCA VALLEY, CA 92284
J&A BAKERY & DONUTS
11515 CEDAR AVE.
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316
J&J GRAPHIX
2448 W. SUNRISE DR.
RIALTO, CA 92377
JD TECH SERVICE
1420 HUNTER DR.
REDLANDS, CA 92374
MERRY MOODS
CLEANING
10832 HICKORY ST.
ADELANTO, CA 92301

NORTH AMERICAN
HOME FUNDING
15450 W. SAND ST.
STE. 109
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
OIL CAN HENRY’S
35126 YUCAIPA BLVD.
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
POLYNESIAN CAFE
3055 S. ARCHIBALD AVE.
STE. F
ONTARIO, CA 91761
PROFESSIONAIL
15683 ROY ROGERS DR.
STE. B-204
VICTORVILLE, CA 92394
R & B CUSTOM CABINETS
17396 MUSKRAT AVE.
ADELANTO, CA 92301
SAVAGE AUTO
TRANSPORT
20539 MOCKINGBIRD AVE.
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308
SERRANO SERVICES
7758 LANKERSHIM AVE.
HIGHLAND, CA 92346
SHIBUYA
1 MILLS CIR.
ONTARIO, CA 91764
SHIRT SHANTY
684 PINE KNOT AVE.
BIG BEAR LAKE, CA 92315
SPORTS “R” US
17565 VALLEY BLVD.
FONTANA, CA 92316
SPS REALTY GROUP
12209 MARTINIQUE ST.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
ESCAREN OF LOORS &
MORE
188 N. CENTRAL AVE.
UPLAND, CA 91786
FIRE DOLLS
33369 GOLD MOUNTAIN
RD.
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
RGS DEVELOPMENT
GROUP
6413 N. ASHLEY CT.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92407
SUNDANCE ROOFING
24553 COMMUNITY BLVD.
HINKLEY, CA 92347
SWEET TREATS
1843 KINGSBURY DR.
REDLANDS, CA 92374
THE HANDYMAN
EXPRESS
2029 LA PALMA
UPLAND, CA 91784
THE UPPER ROOM
CARDS AND MORE
12915 BORDEAUX CT.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91739
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CSUSB...

created more than a dozen highly
active research and service cencontinued from pg. 29
ters over the past 15 years, including Watson and Associates Literacy Center, the William and
Barbara Leonard Transportation Center, Inland Empire
Entrepreneurship Center, Palm Springs Center for a Sustainable
Environment and others focused on issues as diverse as water,
economics education, developmental disabilities, global economics, hate and extremism, Middle Eastern and Islamic studies,
child development, indigenous peoples, health disparities, criminal justice, learning, public opinion, recidivism, and many more.
Karnig previously served as provost at the University of
Wyoming and associate vice president for academic affairs at
Arizona State University. He also directed ASU's School of
Public Affairs, which was ranked among the nation's 10 leading

October 2011

public policy and administration programs. He has published two
books, more than 60 refereed articles and numerous monographs
as a public affairs and political science professor.
He received a bachelor's degree from Augustana College,
where he became a member of Phi Beta Kappa. He was a
Woodrow Wilson Fellow, an N.D.E.A. Fellow and a Kendric
Babcock Fellow at the University of Illinois, where he was
awarded a master's and Ph.D. degree in political science.
He and Marilyn have three grown sons. The Karnigs live in
San Bernardino.
“As I start this last year, let me say as I did at my first convocation. I deeply appreciate your confidence and support,” Karnig
said in closing. “I’m proud to serve as your colleague.”
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MBDA...

9 Timely...

College Grads...

Healthcare...

continued from pg. 9
Africa through his church. In
addition, he supports his
church’s mobile medical unit
that does basic health checks,
and its food bank which feeds
5,000 families a month in San
Bernardino County—the largest
food distribution in the county
according to Robertson. He also
supports a training program that
helps people transition off welfare services.
“I thought if I had money I
could help out more. That’s why
I started the business.” Just as
important as it is to be a success
in business, Robertson said he
strives to be just as successful in
life by living by the motto, “Do
unto others as you would have
them do to you.”

continued from pg. 13
or presentation can be intimidating. Remember, your goal is to
present the most valuable information possible to the members
of the audience. Keeping
focused on the positive impact
of the presentation, preparing
and paying attention to these
details will help you deliver the
best speech possible. Delivering
a dynamic presentation is not
rocket science; however, it is a
lot more complex than most
people realize.

continued from pg. 30
that doesn’t have a strong smell
and that you can eat without
making a mess. Don’t order an
alcoholic beverage, even if your
interviewer does, and mind your
table manners.
• Be courteous to everyone you meet, from the parking lot to the restroom: Don’t
underestimate the importance of
parking attendants, receptionists
and security guards, who often
have influence with decisionmakers. The person in the elevator or at the lavatory could be
the CEO or a potential future
boss.

Supervisor...

continued from pg. 9
Pomona” has been achieved
by listening to the needs of the
city and helping its residents
achieve financial success. One
of the ways Sarita and her
team at the Pomona branch
strive (in order to bring more
money to cities) is by providing financial solutions to businesses in the form of small
business loans. In 2011,Wells
Fargo Bank was named
America’s #1 SBA 7(a) lender
in dollars to small business
owners by the U.S. Small
Business Administration.
The
Chamber
of
Commerce has been a strong
force in helping Sarita build
her customer relationships and
achieve Wells Fargo’s mission
of community reinvestment.

continued from pg. 16
Criminals use these numbers to
send the government bogus
medical bills—in your name.
Hang up the phone if someone
calls and asks for your Medicare
number, Social Security number, or bank or credit card information. Medicare will NEVER
call and ask for this information,
and we will NEVER call you or
come to your home uninvited to
sell Medicare products.
Be suspicious of anyone
who offers you free medical
equipment or services and then
requests your Medicare number.
It’s illegal, and it’s not worth it!
Don’t let anyone borrow or
pay you to use your Medicare
ID card or your identity.
Check your Medicare claims
for errors. Look at your
Medicare Summary Notice or
statements from your Medicare
plan.
If your Medicare Summary
Notice shows billings for goods
or services that you never
received, call us at 1-800MEDICARE (1-800-633-4227).
The sooner you see and report
suspected fraud, the sooner we
can stop it. TTY users should
call 1-877-486-2048.

continued from pg. 8
require all applicants for this
permit card to be screened
through the E-Verify program
administered by the federal
government.
Unemployment rates in the
Inland Empire hover around
15%. However, formulas for
calculating unemployment rates
significantly underreport the
number of individuals that are
out of work or underemployed.
In California, the teen unemployment rate exceeds 34%.
“These food service jobs
were work opportunities our
youth could rely upon in years
past,” Supervisor Derry stated.
“I believe that many of these
jobs are being occupied by individuals who are not legally
authorized to work in this county and that is wrong.”
In a time when jobs are
scarce, government should be
engaging in efforts that not only
promote job growth and economic expansion, but also
ensuring that current jobs go to
American workers and those
legally authorized to work in
this country.
“I believe in American jobs
for
American
workers,”
Supervisor Derry stated.

Contact Patricia Fripp at
www.Fripp.com, (415) 7536556, or PFripp@ix.netcom.com
for additional information.

Sarita...

Legal Notes...
continued from pg. 28
make sure that your selection of
guardians for your children are
heard by the court. The planning can even help minimize or
avoid estate taxes.
William K. Hayes is a member of the American Academy of
Estate Planning Attorneys. The
Hayes Law Firm specializes in
Trusts, Probate and Asset
Protection planning. For free
information or to request a free
estate planning seminar for
your business or social organization, contact attorney Hayes
at 626-403-2292 or visit the
Hayes Law Firm website at
www.LosAngelesTrustLaw.com.
This article is provided for educational purposes only and is
not meant to provide legal
advice as the circumstances for
each individual will differ.
Please seek the advice of experienced legal counsel.

David Sayen is Medicare’s
regional administrator for
California, Arizona, Nevada,
Hawaii, and the Pacific Trust
Territories. You can always get
answers to your Medicare questions by calling 1-800MEDICARE (1-800-633-4227).

www.BergmanWindowWashing.com
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NEW BUSINESS
REGIS SALON
14400 BEAR VALLEY RD.
STE. 233
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392

MASTERCUTS
ONE MILLS CIR.
STE. 106
ONTARIO, CA 91764

THOMPSON &
ASSOCIATES INS.
2743 S. SANDPIPER AVE.
ONTARIO, CA 91761

GLOBAL CONSULTING
3601 HANFORD AVE.
YUCCA VALLEY, CA 92284

TORTAS LAS GLORIAS #3
331 E. 9TH ST.
STE. 7
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92410
DESERT CONSTRUCTION
SERVICES, INC
16687 MENAHKA RD.
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307
DIRECT SHOWER DOOR
& INSTALLATION
1943 N. CAMPUS AVE.
STE. 361
UPLAND, CA 91784
EMPIRE COLLISION
CENTER
1775 1/2 FOOTHILL BLVD.
UPLAND, CA 91786
EVANS PRIVATE
SECURITY
13220 MORNING SKY CT.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392

HD BEAUTY SUPPLY
12180 RIDGECREST RD.
STE. 422
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395

MOMMY PLAYDATES
2505 W. FOOTHILL
STE. 146
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92410

M V CUSTOM INTERIOR
CABINETS
17435 CATALPA ST.
STE. 1B
HESPERIA, CA 92345

AJ TRANSPORT SERVICES
13659 BALBOA CT.
FONTANA, CA 92336

R & J TATE GENERAL
PARTNERSHIP
10180 E AVE.
HESPERIA, CA 92345

A & J GLOBAL TRAINING
12530 CABALLERO CT.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392

APARTMENT
ASSOCIATION GREATER
INLAND EMPIRE
10630 TOWN CENTER DR.
STE. 116
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730

A WARM AFTERNOON
12445 LILY CT.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91739

BANUELOS LANDSCAPE
& CONCRETE INC.
8725 JAGATAI ST.
OAK HILLS, CA 92344

ABY’S FASHION
10660 S SIERRA AVE.
STE. C
FONTANA, CA 92337
ADVANCED
SUPPLEMENTAL
THERAPIES
13591 YORBA AVE.
CHINO, CA 91710
JB PERFORMANCE
15383 BRANT DR.
FONTANA, CA 92336

COMMUNITY XING
5138 PICASSO DR.
CHINO HILL, CA 91709
DIESEL LAB
15305 MANILA DR.
FONTANA, CA 92337
GAMBLE CONSTRUCTION
10808 FOOTHILL BLVD.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730

NEW BUSINESS
BP PRODUCTS
42075 AVENIDA ALVARADO
TEMECULA, CA 92590
FROZENOSES
67655 PALETERO RD
CATHEDRAL CITY CA 92234
HANCUFT
1626 DUNKIRK LN.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
KEN A + D HANDY MAN
64625 PIERSON BLVD.
STE. A3
DESERT HOT SPRINGS CA
92240
ARMANDO’S LANDSCAPE
31660 CALLE JESSICA
THOUSAND PALMS, CA
92276
FAIRENHEIT HOME
SERVICES
84354 REDONDO NORTE
COACHELLA, CA 92236
SAVORY SPICE SHOP OF
PALM DESERT
2132 E. TERRY LN.
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
BILLINGSLEY’S OF PALM
SPRINGS
2080 N. PALM CANYON DR.
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262

County of San Bernardino

ACCESS COMPANION
TRAVEL NURSE
40142 CALLE SANTA
JUANA
INDIO, CA 92203
PACIFIC WINDS TRADING
40142 CALLE SANTA
JUANA
INDIO, CA 92203
GCR TRANSPORT
83491 EMERALD AVE.
INDIO, CA 92201
GRACE HAIR SALON
82674 HWY 111
STE. 2
INDIO, CA 92201
LONDON CONSTRUCTION
AND PAINTING
7440 B MAGNOLIA AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504
BEST SOLUTION REALTY
31447 MC CARTNEY DR.
WINCHESTER, CA 92596
LEGACY EDUCATIONAL
CONSULTING
32170 CAMINO CALIARI
TEMECULA, CA 92592
MIKE'S DOORS &
WINDOWS
101 JUNIPERHILL LN.
RIVERSIDE CA 92506

RAMCO UPKEEP
5939 SEABISCUIT CT.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91739
REACTION REALTY
EXECUTIVES
1608 SUNDOWN CT
REDLANDS, CA 92374
DARSHANSET PLAYLAND
CLEANING AND
MAINTENANCE
1038 WESTERN DR.
COLTON, CA 92324
(909)825-3615
DEL MAR PAINTING
363 E 16TH ST.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92404
BEAR COFFEE & MORE
40827 STONE RD.
BIG BEAR LAKE, CA 92315

BIRDIE’S FLOWERS AND
DECOR
562 E. G ST.
ONTARIO, CA 91764
TRACER ELITE
7630 CLOUDY BAY CT
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91739
TRAVELODGE
SAN BERNARDINO
1280 SOUTH E ST.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92408
AFFILIATED MORTGAGE
SERVICES
7168 ARCHIBALD AVE.
STE. 100
ALTA LOMA, CA 91701
ALL PLAYTIME JUMPERS
34346 SHERWOOD DR.
YUCAIPA, CA 92399

DRYER VENT CLEARING
SPECIALIST
305 N. 2ND AVE.
STE. 118
UPLAND, CA 91786
E-MODIFICATIONS
222 N. MOUNTAIN AVE.
STE. 108-A
UPLAND, CA 91786
LST LAWN CARE
AND MORE
12995 TAMARISK RD.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395
COLORSCAPE
PAINTING CO.
18176 YUCCA ST.
HESPERIA, CA 92345
REFLECTIONS
14564 PERAL RD.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392

ANMCO USA
11047 GETTYSBURG DR.
ALTA LOMA, CA 91737

ALEXI’S SUNGLASSES
9773 SIERRA AVE.
STE. C12
FONTANA, CA 92335

LOMELI-ZAVALA
22310 BARTON RD.
GRAND TERRACE, CA
92313

STILL Z FITNESS
420 S. RIVERSIDE AVE.
STE. 203
RIALTO, CA 92376

LOW PRICE AUTO SALES
16635 FOOTHILL BLVD.
FONTANA, CA 92335

REAL ESTATE SOLUTIONS
73287 ADOBE CIR.
TWENTYNINE PALMS, CA
92277

County of Riverside

ANTELOPE VALLEY
ACADEMY HIGH SCHOOL
42455 10TH ST.
STE. 105
RIVERSIDE CA 92592

ALLIES BUSINESS
SERVICES
42304 IRON GATE LN.
MURRIETA, CA 92562

INSURANCE SILO,
41660 IVY ST.
STE. A
MURRIETA, CA 92562

VOLUPTUEUXXX
746 GREENWOOD ST.
BEAUMONT, CA 92223

LUPPINO ENTERPRISES,
INC.
6804 CANYON HILL DR.
RIVERSIDE CA 92506

EVA’S BEAUTY SECRET
HAIR SALON
1990 MAIN ST.
RIVERSIDE CA 92501

YELLOW JACKET RETAIL
15605 LASSELLE ST.
STE. 4
MORENO VALLEY CA 92551

KIRKLAND LEGAL
DOCUMENT PREPARER
25189 LOGAN BERRY CT.
MORENO VALLEY CA 92551

PACIFIC WEST REAL
ESTATE GROUP
11801 PIERCE ST.
2ND FLOOR
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505

PACIFIC COAST
TIMESHARE RE-SALES,
INC.
27551 SANDERLING WAY
TEMECULA, CA 92591

DESIGN LINGO
13392 COOL MEADOW DR.
CORONA, CA 92880

KNEE DAMAGE APPERAL
40680 WALSH CENTER DR.
STE. 628
MURRIETA CA 92562
NACHS MANAGEMENT
ENTERPRICE
20880 HARTSDALE DR.
RIVERSIDE CA 92508
CASTLE TRUCKING
22771 SPRINGDALE DR.
MORENO VALLEY CA 92557
BUD'S TIRE & WHEEL,
INC.
8651 INDIANA AVE.
RIVERSIDE CA 92504

OAK VALLEY FLORIST
1201 BEAUMONT AVE.
BEAUMONT CA 92223
INFINITI OF RIVERSIDE
3040 ADAMS ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504
ON TIME
EXTERMINATING
4286 JONES AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505
SMART MARKETING
SOLUTIONS
2537 STONEGATE DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506

FINAL SPEED GARAGE
26490 JEFFERSON
STE. G
MURRIETA, CA 92562
PROFESSIONAILS
540 HIDDEN VALLEY PKWY
STE. 102
CORONA CA 92879
D VISAGE
1473 LINDEN ST.
STE. K
RIVERSIDE CA 92507
J2 RESTORATION
23340 STONE RIDGE
MURRIETA, CA 92562
MARK’S ENTERPRISE
DEALERSHIP
33325 BLANCHE DR.
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92530

RCN PHOTOBOOTH
25024 STEINER DR.
HEMET, CA 92544
SUNSHINE CARS
29320 YNEZ RD.
TEMECULA CA 92592
PRIVATE TOW
856 W COUNTYLINE RD.
CALIMESA, CA 92320
MAK AUTO SERVICE
210 TAHOE ST.
PERRIS CA 92571
NARRATIVE ROOTS
7035 COLLEGE PARK DR.
CORONA CA 92880
LOS JUNIOR’S MARKET
510 WEST 10TH ST.
PERRIS CA 92570
EXONERATE
5700 LOCHMOOR DR.
STE. 258
RIVERSIDE CA 92507
XNRT
5700 LOCHMOOR DR.
STE. 258
RIVERSIDE CA 92507
XNRT INTERNATIONAL
5700 LOCHMOOR DR.
STE. 258
RIVERSIDE CA 92507
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NEW BUSINESS

County of Riverside

TRUECARE TRANSPORT
7056 ARCHIBALD ST.
STE. 102-153
CORONA CA 92880

U.T. LEO BUYING GROUP
252 W. 4TH ST.
STE. B
BEAUMONT CA 92223

TORCAS COMPANY
13631 PECAN PL.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553

Z’S CARPET CLEANING
329 W. SAN JACINTO AVE.
PERRIS CA 92570

INTEGRITY BUSINESS &
CONSUMER JOURNAL
15111 WINDOVER CT.
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92530

TORRES, JUAN JOSE
13631 PECAN PL.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553

SPORTIQUE SCREEN
PRINTING
2900 ADAMS ST.
STE. C-36
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504

ANIMAL CARE CENTER
28069 DIAZ RD.
STE. B
TEMECULA, CA 92590

M&K GRAPHIC DESIGN
AND MARKETING
16439 PINYON ST.
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92530
SAN D’ORO HOME
EQUITIES
6682 MAGNOLIA AVE.
RIVERSIDE CA 92506
STOP -N- GO SMOG
22425 ALESSANDRO BLVD.
STE. 101A
MORENO VALLEY CA 92553
STOP -N- GO SMOG
REGISTRATION
SERVICES
22425 ALESSANDRO BLVD.
STE. 101A
MORENO VALLEY CA 92553
AK FREIGHT SOLUTIONS
15928 PERRIS BLVD.
STE. 262
MORENO VALLEY CA 92551
TRIPLE A MEDICAL
SERVICES
6743 BELYNN CT.
CORONA CA 92880
SCRAPBOOK MAFIA
26950 PEACH ST.
PERRIS, CA 92570
GUTIERREZ AUTO
REPAIR
580 S. STATE ST.
STE. 4
SAN JACINTO, CA 92583
GREAT CLIPS
2712 CANYON SPRINGS RD.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
INVITATION TO SELL
YOUR PROPERTY
24511 SKYLAND DR.
MORENO VALLEY CA 92557
NANY’S HOME
IMPROVEMENT
SERVICES
33194 GILLETTE ST.
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92530
HD PLAYGROUND
39695 JOSEPH RD.
MURRIETA, CA 92563
ALLABOUT MARKETING
11929 TURQUOISE WAY
MIRA LOMA CA 91752
SOUTH PACIFIC
30619 9TH ST.
NUEVO CA 92567

FREEDOM DEPUTY
INSPECTION
8743 MAGNOLIA AVE.
STE. A1
RIVERSIDE CA 92503
SAMMY'S OUTDOOR
DESIGN
30810 AVENIDA DEL
REPOSO
TEMECULA, CA 92591
YANG, SAMMY
30810 AVENIDA DEL
REPOSO
TEMECULA, CA 92591
UNIVERSAL DELIVERY
SERVICES
23610 RHEA DR.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92557
NAVARRO, SADY
23610 RHEA DR.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92557
SUN RIDGE FINANCIAL
GROUP
26900 CHERRY HILLS
BLVD.
SUN CITY, CA 92586
JMB APPRAISAL
7049 HAWARDER DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
BRANTLEY, JEFFREY
MAURICE
7049 HAWARDEN DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
IN THE SPOTLIGHT
ENTERTAINMENT
13702 ROBINBROOK CT.
CORONA, CA 92880
LEAL-JACKSON,
DARLENE MARIE
13702 ROBINBROOK CT.
CORONA, CA 92880
DEVINE SPEAR SEGURA
40165 RAVENWOOD DR.
MURRIETA, CA 92562
CARRIZALES, OSCAR
JAVIER
40165 RAVENWOOD DR.
MURRIETA, CA 92562

CORPORATE ROOM
34846 MONTE VISTA DR.
WILDOMAR, CA 92595

EDGSON ASSESSMENTS
16299 TWILIGHT CIR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503

U-SAVE B.M.
21100 STATE ST.
STE. 316
SAN JACINTO, CA 92583

EDGSON, KATHRYN
MARIE
16299 TWILIGHT CIR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503

RUBY HOUSE CLEANERS
38076 FLORICITA ST.
MURRIETA, CA 92563

1ST PROVIDENCE HOME
HEALTH CARE
1900 E TAHQUITZ CANYON
WAY
STE. B-4
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
M Y M CLEANING
SERVICES
65346 OSPREY LN.
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92240
MELGAR, KYRIA AMALIA
65346 OSPREY LN.
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92240

RAMIREZ, SOCORRO
27190 PALOMA WAY
SUN CITY, CA 92586

CHRISTIAN ANGEL
RELIEF EXPRESS
41161 CHEYENNE TR.
CHERRY VALLEY, CA 92223

PRESTIGE AUTO
6645 VIEW PARK CT.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503

KRIEGER'S MERCANTILE
28673 PUJOL ST.
TEMECULA, CA 92590

TAGGART, SEAN ERIC
6057 MARLATT ST.
MIRA LOMA, CA 91752

BARON, NANCY KRIEGER
28681 PUJOL ST.
TEMECULA, CA 92590

HEALTH-ISSUES 21
6158 BLUFFWOOD
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506

KRIEGER’S MERCANTILE
28673 PUJOL ST.
TEMECULA, CA 92590

R&M SOFTWARE, INC.
6158 BLUFFWOOD
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504

GUTIERREZ JR., GEORGE
40839 MORRIS ST.
INDIO, CA 92203

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE
CONSULTING SERVICE
41743 ENTERPRISE CIR.
TEMECULA, CA 92590
BREWER CONSULTING,
INC.
41743 ENTERPRISE CIR.
TEMECULA, CA 92590
MESA VILLAGE MARKET
& DELI
29990 HUNTER RD.
MURRIETA, CA 92563
SANTIAGO, ANGEL LUIS
32535 SAFFLOWER ST.
WINCHESTER, CA 92596
MESA VILLAGE MARKET
& DELI
29990 HUNTER RD.
MURRIETA, CA 92563
SANTIAGO, MONICA
32535 SAFFLOWER ST.
WINCHESTER, CA 92596
ASAP PROPERTY
MAINTENANCE
11224 ROYAL PALM BLVD.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505
MCCLATCHEY, CINDY
LYNN
11224 ROYAL PALM BLVD.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505
A+ HOME HEALTH CARE
1900 E TAHQUITZ CANYON
WAY
STE. B-4
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262

DIAGNOSTIC
AUTOMATION GROUP
72600 FRED WARING DR.
STE. 3107
PALM DESERT, CA 92260
JIMIAN, EHAB ISHAK
72600 FRED WARING DR.
STE. 3107
RANCHO MIRAGE, CA
92260
MEDIAVISION
78365 HIGHWAY 111
STE. 203
LA QUINTA, CA 92253

AGUAYO, MATILDE
911 HEREFOR WAY
PERRIS, CA 92571
EUREKA INSURANCE
SERVICES
31988 CALLE ELENITA
TEMECULA. CA 92591
LOPES, MICHELE TRUE
31988 CALLE ELENITA
TEMECULA, CA 92591
LOS POTRILLOS MEAT
MARKET
10330 HOLE AVE.
STE. 7
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505
GUTERREZ, ESTELLA
YOLANDA
6699 EVERGLADES ST.
CORONA, CA 92880
GUTIERREZ, ARMANDO
6699 EVERGLADES ST.
CORONA, CA 92880
RAC KIRK
PHOTOGRAPHY
2501 WATER WAY
CORONA, CA 92882
KIRK, RACHEL
MICHELLE
2501 WATER WAY
CORONA, CA 92882
HOLLYWOOD
SPECIALTIES
767 HEARST WAY
CORONA, CA 92882
PALMA, JESSIKA LAUREN
767 HEARST WAY
CORONA, CA 92882
LE, STEVEN
451 MONTE VISTA
PALM DESERT, CA 92260
NGUYEN, ANNA NGAN
451 MONTE VISTA
PALM DESERT, CA 92260

FAMILY NAIL CARE & SPA
4135 CHICAGO AVE.
STE. A1
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507

SIMPLY SCHNAUZERS
THE MINI MAGAZINE
22825 RUDDEROW RD.
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92241

TO, JOHN BAC
690 SN JOSE APT.
STE. 2
CLAREMONT, CA 91711

KIDD, TANIA SHERRIL
22825 RUDDEROW RD.
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92241

CLASSIC ACID STAIN
2561 COTTAGE DR.
CORONA, CA 92881

GREEN BOUTIQUE
40839 MORRIS ST.
INDIO, CA 92203

ALL CITY LANDSCAPE
INC.
2561 COTTAGE DR.
CORONA, CA 92881

BLANCHARD, TINA
MARIE
68364 30TH AVE.
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234

CORONA WHOLESALE
NURSERY PALM
2561 COTTAGE DR.
CORONA, CA 92881
ALL CITY LANDSCAPE
INC.
2561 COTTAGE DR.
CORONA, CA 92881

LA BELLA SALON
73520 EL PASEO
PALM DESERT, CA 92260
FENN, DEBRA FAITH
21 FERRAND
NEWPORT COAST, CA 92657
LA BELLA SALON
73520 EL PASEO

PALM DESERT, CA 92260
GOLDSTEIN-WONG,
HEATHER BETH
15 FRESCO LN.
PALM DESERT, CA 92211
JIQUILPAN USED CARS &
CO.
83197 REQUA AVE.
INDIO, CA 92201
UNIVERSAL CLEANING
AND SERVICE
41673 ELK RUN DR.
MURRIETA, CA 92562
HUANTE, OSCAR
RIGOBERTO
41673 ELK RUN RD.
MURRIETA, CA 92562
CAREFUL CLEANING
521 LAKE ST.
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92530
FORSTER, CARI ELLEN
521 LAKE ST.
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92530

GRACE TEMPLE CHURCH
OF GOD IN CHRIST
15265 DUNES WAY
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92555
FINLEY, EDWIN LEROY
15265 DUNES WAY
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92555
KIM, JAMES JUN SUK
1931 BROCKSTONE DR.
PERRIS, CA 92571
KIM, YUKO MIYAMOTO
1931 BROCKSTONE DR.
PERRIS, CA 92571
MORTGAGE COMPANY
16781 VAN BUREN BLVD.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504
K C AUTO DEALER
35916 BURGUNDY CT.
WINCHESTER, CA 92596
EJILLIBE, KINGSLEY
DAYTON
35916 BURGUNDY CT.
WINCHESTER, CA 92596
AFFORDABLE GRANITE
SOLUTIONS
843 AMAYA DR.
PERRIS, CA 92571
LARSEN, ALICE MARIE
45195 EL REPOSO RD.
AGUANGA, CA 92536
LARSEN, RONALD
HAROLD
45195 EL REPOSO RD.
AGUANGA, CA 92536
ROZWADOWSKI, MARK
EDWARD
19150 SANTA ROSA MINE
RD.
GAVILLAN HILLS, CA 92570
CARROLL, JASON ERIC
1472 N. STALLION ST.
ORANGE, CA 92869
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Chicago in the summer—nothing quite like it
By Brian Hoerning
There’s a reason why
Chicago, in spite of its harsh
winters, is the third largest city
in the United States, and a visit
to the windy city in the middle
of summer will give you a very
pleasant understanding of why
so many call it home.
Like a lot of cities in our
country, Chicago’s roots can be
traced back to the Indian tribes
who saw its location as a great
gathering place for trade. Now I
knew that Chicago was situated
on the banks of Lake Michigan
and, as such, is connected
through the Great Lakes to the
Saint Lawrence Seaway and
thus to the Atlantic Ocean. And,
of course, if you’ve watched any
movies filmed in Chicago, you
will almost always see part of it
filmed by the beautiful Chicago
River which flows through the
center of town, but you may be
unaware (as I was) that the only
connection in the U.S. between
the Great Lakes and the
Mississippi River also runs right
through Chicago.
On Aug. 12, 1833 the town
of Chicago was incorporated
with a population of just 350
people; by 1837 that population
has swelled to 4,000, and by
1857, it was the nation’s second
largest city with a population of
over 90,000.
Chicago’s development benefited from having wonderful
farm land to its north, and with
the addition of a road system,
came grain elevators and the
opportunity to move produce via
ship. In 1848, the Illinois and
Michigan Canal allowed shipping from the Great Lakes
through Chicago to the
Mississippi River. Railroads
entered the picture in the 1850’s
and by the 1860’s Chicago had
become the trans-shipping and
warehousing center.
The Great Chicago Fire of
1871, which destroyed 18,000
buildings, gave the city an
opportunity to re-build—and re-

build they did; however, this
time wooden buildings gave
way to masonry construction
and steel support and the skyscrapers of Chicago were born.

Southwest from LAX we were
whisked via cab to our destination with almost no traffic.
We stayed at the world-class
Peninsula Chicago, which is an

Scenes of Chicago
My trip took place in early
August, and I must say if you
are traveling to Chicago flying
into Midway as opposed to
O’Hare, it has its benefits with
Midway being smaller and closer to the city. Arriving at
Midway at about noon via

unparalleled experience in pampering. The 20-story hotel has
been rated #1 in North America
by Travel + Leisure Magazine
and Zagat and is one of only
three 5 Star hotels in Illinois. I
can say, from personal experience, that it exceeds its reputa-

The Chicago River in Chicago

tion. Now, how does a hotel do
that? Furnishing? Location?
Food and beverage? While the
Peninsula has all of these, the
defining difference for me was
service—there is nothing the
mind can conger up as needing
that the hotel staff will not gladly try to supply.
Our room was as beautifully
furnished as you would expect,
but it was the little things that
made it stand out. An example?
Electric cords on the bathroom
appliances were delicately
moved by hand so as not to just
hang in place, but to flow with
the décor of the room. A string
quartet placed in an alcove high
above the restaurant serenaded
you through dinner. Hotel
staffers were placed strategically in areas where foot traffic was
to naturally occur with no other
task than to offer a smiling
greeting and to answer any
question one might have.
Breakfast served in the room
was an experience and not just a
meal.
If all one did was to fly into
Chicago, take a cab to the
Peninsula and stay there and
never leave the hotel, it would
be a memorable and extremely
enjoyable experience; however,
and even greater experience
awaits those who venture out
into the city to see the “sites.”
The Peninsula Chicago is located on North Michigan Avenue
with a view of the historic Water
Tower on the Magnificent Mile.
That Magnificent Mile runs
from the Chicago River to Lake
Shore Drive and is a shopper’s
haven of over 3,100,000 square
feet of retail stores. You name it,
and it’s most likely there. It also
runs parallel to Rush Street
which is known for its nightlife.
So, for a lazy summer weekend trip to remember, take it
from me—you’ll have a tough
time beating Chicago and the
Peninsula Chicago.
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